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The Concrete Canoe Club 
will compete in regional ac-
tion in Fargo, N.D. on April 29. 
Iowa State will be competing 
against eight schools including 
North Dakota State University, 
Minnesota University and 
South Dakota University.
The canoe team has high 
goals, aiming for nationals, 
which are held during the sum-
mer. They placed third last year 
and hope to perform even better 
during this year’s competition.
Twelve participants have 
contributed to the construction 
of the canoe, eight of which will 
compete. The competition con-
sists of two-man and four-man, 
endurance and sprint races.
The theme of this year’s ves-
sel is the Spangler. Named after 
the building that it was created 
in, Mr. M.G. Spangler was a re-
search professor at Iowa State. 
He received the Marston Medal 
and was an honorary mem-
ber of the American Society of 
Civil Engineers. Mr. Spangler 
originally studied under Anson 
Marston at Iowa State, and both 
were recognized as internation-
al authorities on the design of 
buried conduits.
The process of creating the 
canoe is year-long, and over a 
thousand hours of hard work 
have been donated. Members 
start planning in the fall, then 
set and cast the canoe over 
winter break for 28 days. The 
canoe then had to be watered 
every four hours to help it cure 
properly.
“I used to come and water 
[the canoe] every four hours, 
come out here at 4 a.m. to get the 
hose out. I just got hooked on be-
ing here,” said Kevin Welsh, one 
of the co-captains.
Within the last year, a water-
ing system was adopted so con-
stant supervision was no longer 
needed, although they did have a 
slight setback when the snow re-
moval crew accidentally cut the 
hose this winter, leaving them 
with a skating rink instead of a 
hydrated canoe.
There is a 75-page set of rules 
that regulate how the canoe is 
developed, what materials are 
allowed, and how the outer part 
can look.
The Concrete Canoe Club 
is using a new substance in the 
concrete mix called K1, a puffed 
glass mix that is basically like 
dust to the touch but forms 
smoothly with water.
This year the team used past 
years’ models as recycled ma-
terial to create an 80-percent 
recycled boat. They finish the 
boat off by painting it and giving 
After hours of work, the 29th 
annual ISU Fashion Show took 
place Saturday.
When the first fashion show hit 
Ames in 1982, there were only 52 
attendees. On Saturday, Stephens 
Auditorium was practically filled.
Danielle Powers, one of the 
fashion show producers and se-
nior in apparel merchandising de-
sign and production, was pleased 
with the ticket sales.
“I think people come to ex-
pect the show, and it has grown so 
much. I am fairly sure we sold out 
this year.”
The show displayed 103 looks. 
Apparel shown ranged anywhere 
from bright, spunky outfits for 
little girls to romantic bridal wear 
to tough fur-lined military jackets 
for men.
At the end of the show, 22 
awards were given out ranging 
from menswear to wearable art/
experimental. 
Fashion industry profession-
als judged the looks, Matthew 
Christopher being one of them.
Christopher, an ISU alumnus 
who created his own bridal label at 
age 26, left Stephens impressed by 
all the students work.
“I think the show was phe-
nomenal. I’m really proud of the 
students. The program has grown 
so much from when I was in it in 
1997.”
Every aspect of the fashion 
show was created and planned by 
ISU students. The show’s planning 
is done in a three-credit class of-
fered at the university.
Natalie Gendle, The Fashion 
Show faculty adviser, stated what 
made the 2011 show different from 
the past was the sustainability 
theme.
“The students come up with 
great things every year,” she said.
The set of The Fashion Show 
was made up of all recyclable 
materials.
“Everything was left in their 
original form, everything can be 
recycled,” Gendle said.
Ian Laughead, a member of the 
set tech committee and a sopho-
more in apparel merchandising 
design and production offered in-
sight to the set theme. 
“We wanted to show the re-
birth of clothes,” Laughhead said.
The first half of the show had 
a plastic bag wall as the backdrop, 
which was used to show “the first 
stage of consumerism,” Laughead 
said. 
“The second half had a back-
drop of colorful tees, which was 
used to display “a wall of beauty.” 
“We wanted to make T-shirts 
more than just what they are,” 
Laughead continued.
What was especially impres-
sive about the set was the mechan-
ics behind it. 
In the beginning of the show 
the set evolved full-scale by a wall 
raising from the stage. During the 
second half of the show a chan-
delier made of plastic bottles 
dropped from the ceiling.
Stefan Tauber, a graduate stu-
dent in apparel educational studies 
and hospitality management, was 
the DJ for the entire show. Tauber 
got his DJ experience growing up 
in Berlin where he played in clubs.
“I prepared for about one-and-
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It’s time for VEISHEA!
Look inside for an overview of events and entertainment VEISHEA.p1B >>
Runway hits Ames 
Annual student-run 
event fills Stephens, 
showcases talent 
By Elizabeth.Hanson 
    iowastatedaily.com
Yaxi Yang, freshman in apparel, merchandising and design, walks the runway during the 2011 ISU Fashion Show 
on Saturday at Stephens Auditorium. Photo: Yue Wu/Iowa State Daily
FASHION.p4A >>
Canoe team aims high for nationals
By Jessica.Johnson 
    iowastatedaily.com
The Concrete Canoe Club will compete in regional action in Fargo, N.D. on April 
29. The club will compete against eight schools. Courtesy photo: Kevin Welsh CLUB.p4A >>
Religion
Community 
combats lies, 
discrimination 
By Thane.Himes 
    iowastatedaily.com
Umair Ilyas is shocked that Congress is to 
hold hearings to address Muslim extremism in 
the United States. 
Ilyas, senior in electrical engineering and 
secretary of Iowa State’s Muslim Student 
Association, believes it’s wrong to categorize 
an entire group of people as good or bad.
“There are good and bad people in every 
community,” Ilyas said. 
“The problem is with generalization. If 
we were all terrorists, the world would not be 
here.”
Ilyas is not the only one in the Ames 
Islamic community who feels strongly about 
the upcoming hearings and Muslim discrimi-
nation in America.
“It’s a two-way failure,” said Salahuddin 
Syed, vice president of the Darul Arqam 
Islamic Center, the local mosque in Ames. 
“Many Muslims are innocent bystanders who 
are just like, ‘Well, what can you do?’ If some-
body we know of comes and does dumb things 
... I can report it. The underwear bomber was 
reported by his parents.”
New building
COMMUNITY.p4A >>
ISU campus 
welcomes 
Troxel Hall  
By Carmen.Leng 
    iowastatedaily.com
Food safety
BUILDING.p4A >>
Inspections 
help to ensure 
safe products
By Elisse.Lorenc 
    iowastatedaily.com
FOOD.p4A >>
Iowa State will welcome a new state-of-
the-art lecture hall to campus next year, Troxel 
Hall.
The building is named for ISU alumnus 
Douglas Troxel, president and chief executive 
officer of a family, non-profit corporation, the 
Change Happens Foundation.
The foundation is donating $5 million to 
Troxel Hall. 
An additional $5 million of the funds will 
be coming from Iowa State and some funds 
from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
The building will be located east of 
Horticulture Hall and north of the Farm 
House Museum. 
The building will contain one large lecture 
hall focused primarily around large chemistry 
classes.
Arne Hallam, chairman of the commit-
tee for Troxel Hall and associate dean for the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, said he 
believes there are two reasons the lecture hall 
will focus on chemistry.
Whenever students purchase meat or pro-
duce from stores like Walmart or Hy-Vee, the 
food itself goes through a detailed inspection 
before it’s declared safe to eat.
Several hazards can be involved during 
inspection such as physical, chemical and mi-
crobiological hazards.
“They do everything from look at the live 
animal as well as make sure nothing is adul-
terated into the product, whether that’s a 
chemical or physical hazard associating with 
the processing of it or a microbiological com-
ponent that could be in that product,” said 
Jonathan Campbell, extension program spe-
cialist for animal science.
The Hazard Anaylsis Critical Control 
Point, is another source of inspection that 
meat establishments use to produce safe food.
“You cannot ensure 100 percent food safe-
ty by testing the product alone, you would uti-
lize up all the food into testing the product to 
ensure 100 percent food safety,’ Campbell said.
Physical hazards would include objects 
such as pieces of plastic or metal getting 
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Associate professor Chuck Richards takes a break between reading books to enlighten the crowd 
on how he draws his characters Sunday at the Brunnier Art Museum. Photo: Jacob Balough/Iowa 
State Daily
Story time: Professor entertains with books
Daily SnapshotWeather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Windy, but sunny. N to 
NW winds 20-25 mph with 
gusts up to 40mph
Winds calming down, 
turning to the Southwest
Winds calming even more. 
Nice start to VEISHEA!
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Calendar
MONDAY
Simple Times: Crafts 
for Poor People 
When: 
8 p.m.
What:
Actress and 
comedian Amy Se-
daris to lecture.
Where:
Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
Iowa weather:
Yesterday there was a major outbreak of severe 
weather across northern Iowa. 27 tornadoes 
were reported, with Mapelton being hit the hard-
est.Do you know what to do during a tornado? 
fact
Celebrity News
Notes and events.
Movie review: ‘Your 
Highness’ is a bust
Insert a modern expletive 
or three in an affected English 
accent and that line gives 
you the gist of the film “Your 
Highness” and its one and 
only comic idea, which is to 
recreate the rollicking sword 
and sorcery adventures of 
yore, and punch them up with 
anachronistic vulgarities and 
stoner jokes.
It’s not a very original idea. 
If you’ve seen “Monty Python 
and the Holy Grail,” or Rowan 
Atkinson’s “Blackadder,” 
you might not be averse to 
it in principle. Alas, “Your 
Highness” isn’t a worthy com-
parison of such illustrious 
predecessors.
CNN Wire Staff Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the 
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
2
VEISHEA week
is a TRADITION
don’t RUIN yours
with a bad DECISION
These colleges and businesses
remind you to celebrate responsibly
this VEISHEA week.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES
rinity Christian 
Reformed Church
515.232.6256 � www.bethesdanet.org
515.292.4676 � www.amestrinity.org515.294.6614 � www.ag.iastate.edu 515.294.7740 � www.las.iastate.edu
515.294.1250  www.vetmed.iastate.edu
515.294.7800 � www.hs.iastate.edu 515.294.5933 � www.eng.iastate.edu
515.294.8300 www.business.iastate.edu 515.296.6848 www.mu.iastate.edu 515.232.1961www.hyvee.com 515.292.2334www.welchavestation.com
515.292.8406www.westcydewings.com
515.233.2327www.cycloneliquors.com
The Iowa State Daily is proud to an-
nounce that its print newspaper and web-
site are both No. 1 in the region.
The Iowa State Daily was named the 
Best All-Around Daily Student Newspaper 
among 4-year colleges and universities for 
the 2010 Region 7 Society of Professional 
Journalists Mark of Excellence Awards. 
Its website, iowastatedaily.com, was 
named the Best Affiliated Web Site among 
4-year colleges and universities.
This is the Daily’s fifth straight 
Regional Mark of Excellence award for 
top daily student newspaper.
Several Daily staffers were also giv-
en first-place awards, which were pre-
sented at the 2010 SPJ Region 7 Spring 
Conference in Overland Park, Kan. on 
April 9.
Dylan Boyle received a first-place 
award in Breaking News Photography 
among 4-year colleges and universities, 
for his photo, “Elections 2010 - Terry 
Branstad.” Daily Visuals Editor Kelsey 
Kremer’s photo, “Cyclone Stampede: 
Kickin’ Up Dust,” took first place in Sports 
Photography among 4-year colleges and 
universities, and Daily Editor in Chief 
Jessica Opoien’s photo, “President Obama 
holds ‘backyard chat’ in Des Moines” took 
first place in General News Photography 
among 4-year colleges and universities.
Entries that placed first in the region 
are automatically entered in the SPJ 
National Mark of Excellence competition. 
Results are announced in fall 2011.
Kremer also received two second-
place photography awards, for “Career 
Fair persists” (General News Photography 
among 4-year colleges and universities) 
and “Diwali Night - Haema Nilakanta” 
(Feature Photography among 4-year col-
leges and universities). 
A team of reporters — Opoien and ISU 
alumni Sarah Haas, Rashah McChesney, 
Kim Norvell — received a second place 
award in Breaking News Reporting among 
4-year colleges and universities for their 
coverage in the story, “Jon Lacina’s body 
found.”
The winners from the Daily weren’t 
the only ISU representatives in the 
awards. Tyler Kingkade, editor in chief of 
Ethos Magazine, won first place in Online 
Feature Reporting for his Huffington Post 
story, “Battle Over Judge Retention in 
Iowa.” 
Trend Magazine also received a 
third-place award in the category of Best 
Student Magazine among 4-year colleges 
and universities. 
By Daily Staff
Iowa State Daily print, website rank No. 1 in region 
Look what got a makeover 
just in time for VEISHEA!
Head on over to the new 
ames247.com
Check it out:
3Karaoke & 2fers
TUESDAY
HUMP DAY HAPPY HOUR
Buck Bottles
2fers on Vodka Clones
     (Energy Drinks)
FREE hotdogs,
popcorn & peanuts
WEDNESDAY
MUGnight
  $3 Draws $5 Wells
THURSDAY
THURSDAY
BIRTHDAY THURSDAYS
$21 b-day specials 
    8-12Am
*Group of 5 or more
WEDNESDAY
BEER PONG TOURNEy  @ 10 pm
$250 GRAND PRIZE!
Beverages included while in tourney!
$2 Wells and Draws
       till 11
$2.50 Domestic Bottles
$5.00 Pitchers
$3.00 Bombs
     till midnight
FRIDAY
FAC 4-8pm
$1 Domestic Draws
FREE Dominos Pizza
  6-8pm
2fers on WellS & Draws  
  8 - 10pm 
 
SATURDAY
2fers on Wells 
& Draws till 10pm
$3 REAL Captains
    8-11 pm
HO
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  V
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Book you grad
party today
mevansjr34@
gmail.com
Book your 
grad party today
dcampidilli@
gmail.com
HOURS FOR  VEISHEA FRIDAY OPEN AT 4  & SATURDAY OPEN AT NOON.
HOURS FOR  VEISHEA FRIDAY AND SATURDAY OPEN AT NOON.
Book your grad
party  today
ISHMAEL_175@
hotmail.com
TILL MIDNIGHT
FAC
FRIDAY
Employee pricing
SATURDAY
$3 draws $5 wells
$2 shots from 10-close
$3 tall boys
(upstairs bar)
MUG NIGHT
THURSDAY
Classic rock
country karaoke
$1 well whiskey
$3 templeton rye
$1 busch light draws
WEDNESDAY
WHISKEY
 WEEKEND
8-9 3fers on whiskey
9-11 2fers on whiskey
9-11 $1 dirty shirley drinks
Get to outlaws
before 10
on the weekends
and get a
stamp for
$1 dirty shirleys and
$2 whiskeys
all night
11-close $2 shots
(upstairs bar)
GREEK NIGHT
THURSDAY
WEEKEND
(FRI & SAT)
Book your
grad party today!
Sips333@gmail.com
Come in and get
your greek wristbands
for $1 off mugs
every thursday
$1 off soco lime
shots all night
w/ wristband
Get Bombed
at sips
$3 bombs friday & saturday
till 11
Along with $1 wells & draws
till 10
FIRST 50 People In
the door get a 
free mug!
Saturday April 16th from noon to five
Registration starts at noon by the clock tower
4 person teams $20 registration fee per team
$2 bottles and draws of budweiser products
9 bars will have putt-putt holes
Prizes for 1st, 2nd, 3rd place teams with best overall score
Prize for best dressed individual player
Team costumes are encouraged!
OpenPu
b crawl
HOURS FOR VEISHEA WEDNESDAY OPEN AT 8
FRIDAY OPEN AT 3// SATURDAY OPEN AT 
NOON
Come Check out
Sips new
160 oz Beer Towers
Big Ass
 Boots 68oz
    of beer
Get here before 
6 and get your 
hand stampled 
for $1 Draws
Wheel of Deals
8-11pm Free hotdogs
campus
town
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placed with the meat. 
“Most meat establish-
ments have X-rays and metal 
detectors to detect any physi-
cal hazards,” Campbell said.
Chemical hazards would 
include things such as over-
cleaning of a food product or 
pesticide residue.
“Some organisms might 
be internalized. Take a piece 
of spinach — if it’s cut, it’s got 
a surface where the potential 
pathogens present can get in, 
and that’s going to potentially 
deliver them directly into the 
vascular system, which is in-
side the plant,” Stetcher said.
“If you’re washing your 
lettuce, first of all, it’s pretty 
difficult to physically remove 
a lot of pathogens that may be 
there, but if they’re internal-
ized, then whatever you’re ap-
plying from the exterior is not 
going to affect them.”
Pathogens, more com-
monly known as germs, are an 
example of a microbiological 
hazard. For meat products, mi-
crobiological hazards include 
hazards like salmonella, E.coli 
and listeria, which is a hazard 
for ready-to-eat processed 
meats.
“Each animal, before it goes 
through the harvest process, 
goes through an antemortem 
inspection. If there’s any signs 
of disease or if an animal’s le-
thargic and has trouble getting 
up, that’s not normal. Those 
animals go under USDA in-
spection; at that point, they’re 
considered a suspect animal 
and they’re monitored more 
closely,” Campbell said.
For safety standards, 
Stetcher stresses other meth-
ods that food insustries use be-
fore declaring a food product 
safe to consume.
“There are different stan-
dards for micro-level perfor-
mance that can come in at 
various levels; there it can be 
mandated at a federal level 
where you have zero toler-
ance, which means fewer than 
one organism in 25 grams in 
food,” he said. “For example, a 
big processing food company 
is getting a grain ingredient 
from another company, what 
they might say is ‘You need to 
ensure that there are no fewer 
than X amount of total organ-
isms in here per gram,’ zero 
pathogens and specify which 
pathogens.”
Another hazard not pre-
viously mentioned that 
Campbell stresses is the mis-
conception of food labels.
“There’s still ways to la-
bel things; for example, free 
range — that regulation only 
states that that animal has to 
have access to the outside,” he 
said. When purchasing food, 
Stetcher and Campbell urge 
the consumers to take some 
responsibility such as double 
checking where consumers get 
their source of information.
4
     233-2263     
Monday through Saturday
Dr. Rod Rebarcak
Dr. Ben Winecoff
Dr. Matt Cross•Back•Neck 
•Headaches
•Extremities
•Acupuncture
RebarcakChiropractic
BACK CARE CENTER
FREE STUFF
FOR FANS
E. of Culvers backcareiowa.com
10 Years
National Student 
Employment Week
Open house for ISU students employed  
on/off campus:  
Join us for ‘breakfast on the go’  
and door prizes!
Congratulations!
Amanda Pudlik
2011 Student Employee of the Year
Jessica Bruning, Shaine DeVoe 
and Megan Wiley
2011 Students of Distinction
Wednesday, April 13 
9 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Ground floor of Beardshear Hall
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a-half to two months selecting music. I got a feeling of what 
music not to play. You need a walking, engaging beat with 
strong vocals.”
Most of the music Tauber selected was European.
The success of the show came from hours of rehearsal and 
planning. 
Both Powers and Laughead said they thought about mov-
ing their beds to Stephens because they had been spending 
more time there this past week than their homes.
Winning garments will be on display at the Mary Alice 
Gallery from April 27 through August 26.
it a more aesthetically pleasing 
look, as aesthetics is one por-
tion of the judging. The other 
three portions of the competi-
tion are the race, presentation 
and display.
The concrete, which people 
think would not float, is actu-
ally very light. The club has to 
flood the canoe with water, and 
it has to float so that both ends 
come up within five minutes.
The Concrete Canoe Club 
has done some new recon-
structing to the middle of the 
canoe. One boat breaks every 
year at regionals because it is 
made too thin.
The club created a ten-
sion system. It consists of a 
network of rods stretched out 
after pouring the concrete, 
and, having it set, they release 
the rods creating tension in 
the middle to make it stron-
ger, making this canoe one of 
the strongest that has been 
built in a while. They received 
all their materials through 
fundraising and donated 
materials. 
The Concrete Canoe team 
takes what they have learned 
in class and applies it to the 
process of creating the canoe. 
They use and apply skills that 
will help them in the future, 
such as electric, fluid concrete, 
static tensions systems and 
element analysis. There are 
many senior members this 
year. To compete you have to 
be a member of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers, but 
anyone is welcome to help cre-
ate and build.
Syed has had to deal with discrimination 
firsthand.
“I came here in 1995, and everything was 
fine up until 9/11, and then there was screen-
ing at the airports,” Syed said. “I was a frequent 
flier. But after [9/11], they started screen-
ing me for about eight years. Discrimination 
happens.”
“More Muslims have died from Muslim 
terrorism than any non-Muslims. We care 
about it more than anybody else.”
A common stereotype about Islam is that 
Muslims mistreat women, and that women 
are forbidden from education or a career. 
While this can prove true in certain societies, 
the idea that this is derived from Islam is a 
misconception.
Muslim women can learn, work and the 
money they earn is theirs alone. Husbands 
have no claim to the earnings of their wives. 
Muslims also have the right to divorce, some-
thing that other religions frequently look 
down upon. 
There is a saying among Muslims that “the 
best among us is one who treats his wife the 
best.”
One of the common reasons for the mis-
conceptions about Muslim women is be-
cause men and women worship separately. 
This practice isn’t sexist in origin, rather, it 
is simply a Muslim tradition. The prophet 
Mohammed was said to have had women and 
men worship separately, and the practice has 
continued ever since.
“What he did, we follow,” Syed said. “We 
don’t question why he did.”
“You shouldn’t be thinking about worldly 
stuff,” Ilyas said. “When you’re praying, you 
form a connection between Allah and yourself, 
so anything that distracts you is not allowed.
“Time and time again, the Quran talks 
about the equality of men and women. It does 
not say men are superior in any case or that 
women are superior.”
Ilyas is originally from Pakistan, a Muslim 
nation that elected its first female prime min-
ister in 1992.
“We are not better, we are different,” Syed 
said.
Syed said a large problem within the 
Muslim community is that many Muslims are 
lacking education of their own religion.
“Many Muslims don’t follow Islam,” Syed 
said. “It’s not Islam that is the problem, it’s 
Muslims that are the problem.”
Another large contributor to misconcep-
tions of Islam comes from geopolitical rea-
sons. Syed said people will emotionally act 
out because they have been harmed, and that 
politicians use religion for their needs for any 
particular reason.
“The KKK didn’t come into existence be-
cause Jesus said, ‘Go and kill blacks,’” Syed 
said. “But they use a cross for that, as a symbol 
for their atrocities.”
Efforts are being made to promote 
education of Islam both for Muslims and 
non-Muslims.
The Society of Peace and Dialog, a student-
run organization dedicated to bridging the gap 
between people of different backgrounds, held 
a special lecture at the Memorial Union on 
Tuesday. 
The lecture discussed the need for Muslim 
education to be promoted in order to have 
peace. Mustafa Marti, a member of the Darul 
Arqam Islamic Center, read poetry and played 
Arabic music for the event.
“The media only picks up bad groups,” 
Marti said. “But I don’t consider terrorists real 
Muslims.”
Marti’s performances focused on the 
teachings of Rumi, a 13th-century Muslim 
poet and theologian. Rumi advocated for 
peace between religions, and returning to a 
pure, innocent origin point.
“Humans are born pure,” said Ahmet 
Dursun, graduate in English and one of many 
Muslim students who attended the lec-
ture. “By later ages, we no longer have that 
innocence.”
While Muslims believe Allah created ev-
erything, the Quran never specifies how that 
was achieved. Science is often considered by 
Muslims to be how God works.
“You could get sick, but God made sick-
ness,” Syed said. “He wants you to work to find 
a cure so you gain knowledge. Any science 
that contributes positively to society, Islam 
encourages.”
Like many religions, Islam is, above all, 
about doing your best to help others using the 
gifts and talents you are given.
“On the day of your death, Allah will ask 
what you did with your gifts,” Ilyas said. “You 
can be given a gift, but you have to use that gift 
for the benefit of mankind.”
“The largest lecture hall for chemistry right 
now sits 283, which moved big chemistry class-
es to be taught in Hoover [Hall], which conflicts 
with classes that are supposed to be in Hoover,” 
Hallam said. 
“The other reason is there is not enough lec-
ture halls that are set up to teach chemistry.”
The lecture hall will satisfy chemistry needs 
by containing demonstration preparation 
rooms and storage rooms.
Half the lecture hall will be underground to 
make sure the building is not shading the green-
houses to the west.
“The committee is doing lots of things to try 
to be as energy efficient as possible; the goal is to 
be a LEED platinum building,” Hallam said.
The roof of the building will consist of grow-
ing vegetation.
“We are making every effort to make the 
building one of the most sustainable buildings 
on campus,” said Mark Grief, project manager 
for Troxel Hall. 
Grief is also an architect for Facilities 
Planning and Management.
“Within the roof, there will be some rain gar-
dens which will help deal with storm water con-
trol,” Grief said. 
“One of the things that a green roof can pro-
vide is storm water control, which helps lower 
mechanical and electrical costs,” he said.
Construction will possibly be done 
November or December 2012. 
Classes set to be in the new facility would be-
gin spring semester 2013.
ISU engineering students intro-
duced shoppers to the world of en-
gineering Saturday at North Grand 
Mall, conducting experiments and 
explaining the processes.
The College of Engineering holds 
its outreach event at North Grand 
Mall every year. This year’s objec-
tive was to provide the public with 
a fun look at science, with 15 clubs 
participating.
“I organized the event with the 
mall but it’s really the clubs that 
come through. I can’t do anything if 
they didn’t come. It is great to know 
that we have this type of backing and 
that they will sign up to do this,” said 
Austin Laugen, sophomore in com-
puter engineering and vice presi-
dent of outreach for the Engineering 
Student Council.
The Society of Women Engineers 
showed about 60 kids how to make 
homemade lava lamps they could 
take with them, consisting of water, 
vegetable oil and food coloring. When 
adding a catalyst such as Alka-Seltzer, 
the result is imitation lava.
A second experiment used whole 
milk and food coloring to demon-
strate properties of oil and water, 
which are not soluble. However, by 
adding a drop of soap, it breaks up and 
creates a swirling pattern. The club’s 
goal was to create experiments where 
the kids could stay interested, have 
fun and get interested in science.
The ISU chapter of the American 
Society of Agricultural and Biological 
Engineers, along with the ISU 
Cyclone Power Pullers, showed off 
models of tractors they built from the 
ground up. 
They compete in competitions 
that have set rules on how they can 
construct and the details of the trac-
tors. With seven highly-active mem-
bers, they take what they learn in 
class and past exposure to divide up 
their talents to create the machinery. 
Their new design will come in weigh-
ing around 800 pounds.
Freshmen Leaders in Engineering 
posted a challenge using paper and 
five paper clips to build a bridge sup-
porting as many pennies as possible 
without folding. The group also tutors 
middle school students, helping with 
math and science problems. They also 
build a float every year for VEISHEA, 
representing all of the departments in 
the College of Engineering.
Materials Advantage held several 
unique experiments. The highlight 
experiment was eating marshmal-
lows frozen with liquid nitrogen.
“It was so cool. Liquid nitrogen 
is the coolest thing I’ve ever expe-
rienced,” said Xen Li, a 10-year-old 
participant.
They also burned pennies on ma-
terial used for space shuttles, since it 
is heat repellent and does not burn. 
Another experiment consisted of 
a solution called Oobleck, made of 
cornstarch and water.
The substance acts like a solid af-
ter punching or hitting it, but is like 
quicksand if someone simply rests 
their hand in it. 
They also had memory wire, such 
as the one used in braces. Even when 
twisted, once heated, it returns back 
to its original shape.
“The kids are excited about all the 
ooey-gooey stuff, whereas the adults 
can say how they went to Iowa State 
40 years ago and ask them to tell them 
about what they are learning and 
what they do,” Laugen said.
Engineering	organizations
Outreach event provides fun look at science
Monday is the last day seniors in engi-
neering can sign up to be part of The 
Order of Engineers which takes place 
April 20.
Graduating seniors are encouraged 
to attend this prestigious event to be 
recognized by fellow engineering peers. 
It is hosted every semester by the 
Engineering Student Council.
The ritual of the calling of an engineer 
started in Canada by professor H.E.T. 
Haultain at the University of Toronto. 
He wanted to persuade other members 
of the Engineering Institute of Canada 
that there needed to be a ceremony. He 
believed there needed to be a standard 
of ethics developed for graduating en-
gineers. Before joining, members must 
take an oath called the code of ethics to 
abide by The Obligations of an Engineer. 
Members are then given a stainless 
steel ring — the Engineer’s ring — that 
is worn on the little finger of his or her 
working hand. Each member wears 
the ring to show pride in the Order and 
as a symbol of their obligations to the 
profession and to the public.
The ceremony will take place at 7 
p.m. April 20 in the Oak Room of the 
Memorial Union. The cost is $20. 
Registration is located in 110 Marston 
Hall.
Order	of	Engineers	ceremony	April	20
By	Jessica.Johnson	
    iowastatedaily.com
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The new state-of-the-art lecture hall, Troxel Hall will be located east of Horticulture Hall and north 
of Farm House Museum The lecture hall will satisfy chemistry class needs.  
Courtesy: Facilities Planning Management
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Two men have been arrested in Brazil for allegedly selling 
a weapon to the gunman who opened fire at a Rio de Janeiro 
school last week, killing 12 students before turning the gun on 
himself.
The homicide division of Rio’s police department made 
the announcement Saturday, the state-run Agencia Brasil 
news agency reported.
The motives behind why Wellington de Oliveira, 23, shot 
the students and himself remain unclear.
Locksmith Charleston Souza de Lucena is charged with 
helping de Oliveira acquire a gun. After he did a job for de 
Oliveira, according to police, de Oliveira asked where he could 
find a gun. Souza de Lucena introduced him to Isaias de Souza, 
who helped him secure the .32-caliber handgun used in the 
mass shooting, police said.
The origins of a second gun used in the shooting, a .38 re-
volver, remain unknown, police said.
Both men told police that they would never have sold de 
Oliveria the gun if they had known how he would have used it, 
Agencia Brasil reported.
Ten children remained injured in the hospital, the state 
health and civil defense secretary said. Those who were 
killed were buried on Friday amidst heavy commotion.
Meanwhile, no one has come to identfy and claim de 
Oliveira’s body, Agencia Brasil reported. If no one claims the 
corpse within 15 days, he’ll be buried as an indigent.
The mass school shooting, which is rare in Brazil, has 
energized the country’s anti-gun lobby. A demonstra-
tion was planned Sunday at Copacabana beach calling for 
greater effectiveness against weapon and ammunition 
trafficking.
CNN Wire Staff
By Ben Smith
CNN Wire Service
An Iowa community was shut 
down Sunday afternoon and emer-
gency crews remained hard at work, 
sifting through wreckage caused by 
a wave of powerful tornadoes that 
swept across the state overnight.
The twisters caused major dam-
age to about 60% of Mapleton, a city 
of about 1,200 residents, Monona 
County Sheriff Jeff Pratt told report-
ers Sunday. As of 2:30 p.m., all non-
residents were still being barred from 
the community, which is about 45 
miles southeast of Sioux City, due to 
concerns about a gas leak.
The high winds tossed cars and 
tractors, tore off roofs, caused a car 
wash to collapse, uprooted trees and 
downed power lines. Yet Pratt said 
there had been only minor injuries, 
giving credit to advance warning as 
well as an emergency response effort 
that included authorities both local 
and from elsewhere.
“There was major devastation to 
the southwest portion of town, but no 
fatalities,” the sheriff said.
Iowa Gov. Terry E. Branstand 
issued a disaster proclamation for 
Monona County, according to a state-
ment from his office. The proclama-
tion allows officials to use state funds 
to help.
He was set to tour the tornado-
ravaged town on Sunday afternoon, 
his website noted.
The twisters struck just before 
midnight Saturday.
Amateur video recorded by storm 
chasers shows a large funnel cloud 
spinning across a flat terrain outside 
Mapleton.
In the background, a passenger 
can be heard exclaiming, “It’s going 
to hit that town! ... Mapleton’s in big 
trouble!”
Afterward, National Guard troops 
were brought into the area, according 
to Stefanie Bond, a public informa-
tion officer for the state’s Homeland 
Security & Emergency Management 
Division. She also said that natural 
gas service was temporarily shut off 
in the city.
The Red Cross was also on the 
ground providing assistance. Bruce 
Spence, a government liaison for the 
group, called the damage to the town 
“extensive.”
“The whole town is without pow-
er. Main Street is a disaster,” he told 
CNN. “They’ve shut down the town. 
As we speak, I’m looking down one of 
the residential streets. There’s debris 
all over, trees are down.”
“This isn’t going to get fixed soon,” 
Spence said.
The National Weather Service in 
Des Moines reported tornado sight-
ings by storm chasers and trained 
spotters in as many as 11 towns and 
cities northern and west central Iowa 
over a four-hour period Saturday 
night.
At least three of the twisters, 
including the Mapleton tornado, 
caused significant damage, according 
to Frank Boksa, a National Weather 
Service meteorologist.
In Early, a town of 1,600 residents, 
a tornado ripped roofs off buildings 
and homes and uprooted large trees, 
authorities said. 
There were no reports of in-
juries in that town. In Schaller, a 
twister knocked down a dozen trees 
and felled multiple power poles, the 
weather service reported.
Tammie Pech, a Red Cross spokes-
woman, said the agency was open-
ing shelters in Mapleton and Early 
to take in storm victims. Only four 
people slept in the Mapleton shelter 
overnight Sunday, Spence said. Most 
displaced residents opted to stay with 
family and friends, he said.
The National Weather Service 
also reported major damage in 
Nemaha, possibly from a tornado.
Boksa said the storms originated 
in eastern Nebraska and followed a 
warm front across northern Iowa.
TRIPOLI, Libya — A del-
egation from the African 
Union met with Libyan leader 
Moammar Gadhafi Sunday 
evening, but no immediate 
announcement of what, if any, 
progress was made to end the 
fighting between Gadhafi and 
rebels. 
At the conclusion of the 
meeting at his compound in 
Tripoli, Gadhafi made a rare 
public appearance for inter-
national media before riding 
off in a car as he waved to sup-
porters near his tent. 
The leader then entered 
a second meeting with the 
delegation. 
The Africa Union’s visit is 
the latest diplomatic effort to 
stop the bloodshed in Libya. 
After meeting with govern-
ment officials, they planned 
to connect with opposition 
members in the Libyan rebel 
stronghold of Benghazi.
The African Union’s spe-
cial committee on Libya is 
represented by Mauritania, 
the Democratic Republic 
of Congo, Mali, Uganda and 
South Africa.
Mauritanian President 
Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz 
told journalists on Sunday that 
the meetings “will discuss the 
ways to resolve the crisis in 
Libya, and our main goal is to 
stop the military operations 
and find adequate solutions 
for the problem between our 
Libyan brothers,” according to 
a Mauritanian news agency. 
But longtime Libyan leader 
Moammar Gadhafi has been 
a strong supporter of the 
African Union and has chan-
neled large sums of money its 
way. Libya also holds a seat 
on the 15-member Peace and 
Security Council. As such, op-
position leaders in Benghazi 
did not express optimism over 
the success of mediation as 
they continue to fight for free-
dom and an end to Gadhafi’s 
four-decade rule.
After a series of setbacks 
driven by the advances of pro-
government forces, Libyan 
rebel fighters recaptured the 
besieged city of Ajdabiya af-
ter apparently holding off 
Gadhafi’s better-equipped 
forces.
In a hospital, witnesses 
told CNN Saturday that three 
of Gadhafi’s fighters who were 
killed were carrying identifica-
tion cards from Syria, Algeria 
and Chad.
Meanwhile, in Misrata, 
NATO airstrikes hit parts of 
the city overnight and Sunday, 
an eyewitness told CNN, who 
did not want to be named for 
security reasons. At least eight 
people were killed and 22 in-
jured from Saturday’s fighting 
between the pro-Gadhafi forc-
es and the rebels, according to 
medical sources in the city.
On Sunday, two rebel fight-
ers died as they attempted to 
hunt down pro-Gadhafi snip-
ers near the city center, anoth-
er eyewitness said. The rebels 
were able to recover the bodies 
of 15 such snipers shot earlier 
Sunday. The snipers took posi-
tions on top of residential and 
commercial buildings, the eye-
witness said.
NATO airstrikes on 
Sunday hit various positions 
in and around the city, destroy-
ing 14 tanks, the eyewitness 
said. Sporadic fighting contin-
ued Sunday, but had decreased 
from recent days as the air-
strikes kept pro-Gadhafi forc-
es busy. 
Some youths, captured in 
recent days by rebels, said they 
were teenagers and secondary-
school students who had been 
forced to leave their homes in 
nearby towns and villages and 
undergo mandatory weeklong 
military training before fight-
ing in Misrata, according to the 
second eyewitness.
Pro-Gadhafi forces contin-
ued shelling parts of the city 
Sunday morning, the eyewit-
ness said. A steel mill near the 
port was targeted but the port 
is now under rebel control, 
eyewitnesses said. However, 
the port still holds about 4,000 
foreign workers who are trying 
to leave the city.
Civilians living in the 
western sections of Misrata 
have been forced to leave their 
homes and have gathered in 
schools and friends’ and rela-
tives’ homes near the city cen-
ter, eyewitnesses said. 
In a statement Saturday, 
NATO said its aircraft de-
stroyed pro-Gadhafi ammuni-
tion stockpiles east of Tripoli 
that were supplying troops 
shelling Misrata and other 
cities. The alliance also made 
attacks on armored vehicles 
near Misrata and Ajdabiya, 
NATO said.
Opposition spokesman 
Shamsiddin Abdulmolah told 
CNN that rebels flew two at-
tack helicopters from Tobruk 
to join the fighting in Ajdabiya.
“There were some 50 re-
gime pickup trucks with ma-
chine guns and rocket launch-
ers that attempted to enter 
Ajdabiya,” Abdulmolah said. 
“The helicopters destroyed 
several of the trucks, and the 
rest took off.”
Abdulmolah did not know 
what kind of helicopters the 
rebel forces used in Saturday’s 
attack and could not confirm 
whether rebel forces coor-
dinated the operation with 
NATO.
NATO is operating under 
a U.N. Security Council reso-
lution authorizing the use of 
force to protect Libyan civil-
ians from attack.
The United Nations said 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon will travel to Cairo 
Thursday to head meetings 
on Libya at the Arab League 
headquarters. Among the par-
ticipants will be Catherine 
Ashton, the representative for 
foreign affairs and security for 
the European Union.
While Gadhafi has largely 
stayed out of the public eye 
in recent days, state TV aired 
images Saturday of the leader 
visiting what appeared to be 
a primary school in Tripoli. 
The anchor said the school 
was a target of international 
airstrikes and was going to be 
attacked.
But NATO said in its state-
ment that Gadhafi’s forces 
continue to use civilians as hu-
man shields. 
“We have observed horrific 
examples of regime forces de-
liberately placing their weap-
ons systems close to civilians, 
their homes and even their 
places of worship,” said Lt. 
Gen. Charlie Bouchard, com-
mander of NATO’s Operation 
Unified Protector. “Troops 
have also been observed hiding 
behind women and children. 
This type of behavior violates 
the principles of international 
law and will not be tolerated.”
CNN Wire Staff
Sheriff: Tornado causes ‘major devastation’
Arrests made  
in connection  
with Brazil shooting
South AmericaAfrica
African Union meets Libyan officials
The use of U.S. strike aircraft in Libya has been a source of signifcant controversy, as uncertainty 
lingers about whether Western allies will arm opposition members trying to oust Libyan ruler 
Moammar Gadhafi.  Photo: CNN Wire Service
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NEW YORK — Lawmakers 
pushed through a last-minute 
spending bill Friday night to avert 
a shutdown and keep the federal 
government open for business.
The short-term spending mea-
sure — the seventh in the past six 
months — cut $2 billion and allows 
agencies to spend money through 
next Friday.
Meanwhile, lawmakers will 
try to put the finishing touches on 
a broader bill that will set fund-
ing levels for the remaining six 
months of the fiscal year at $38 bil-
lion to $39 billion lower than last 
year.
“I do believe that we will have, 
what we’ll call, a bridge continu-
ing resolution passed tonight to 
ensure the government’s open,” 
House Speaker John Boehner an-
nounced just before 11 p.m.
Minutes after Boehner an-
nounced that a deal had been 
reached, Obama said at the White 
House that the government will be 
open for business on Saturday.
“Tomorrow, I am pleased to 
announce that the ... entire federal 
government will be open for busi-
ness,” Obama said.
Added Senate Majority Leader 
Harry Reid: “We didn’t do it at this 
later hour for drama, we did it be-
cause it’s been very hard to arrive 
at this point.”
Within seconds of Reid finish-
ing his floor speech, the Senate 
passed the short-term bill and 
moved it to the House, where it 
passed after midnight.
It appeared that the broad out-
lines of a longer-term deal were in 
place late Friday. But legislators 
were forced to resort to passing 
the simpler, short-term bill be-
cause the final legislation on the 
six-month deal is still a work in 
progress.
Republicans hoped to make 
the majority of the long-term cuts 
from a small part of the budget — a 
section called non-security discre-
tionary spending.
That section of the budget 
makes up roughly 12 percent of all 
federal spending, and Democrats 
had sought to spread the cuts to 
other parts of the budget to allevi-
ate pain on some of their favorite 
programs.
Obama and congressional lead-
ers on both sides of the aisle had 
expressed a reluctance to pass yet 
another short-term bill that would 
last just a few days. 
But the alternative — a govern-
ment shutdown — forced them to 
act. For federal workers and the 
agencies that employ them, the 
stopgap measure means a reprieve 
from the consequences of a gov-
ernment shutdown.
If the two sides had failed to 
find common ground, the resulting 
shutdown would have meant mil-
lions of federal workers would not 
have gotten a paycheck. 
It also meant that many of the 
services that Americans depend 
on would have abruptly stopped.
For days, Democrats and 
Republicans have argued over 
just a few billion dollars in spend-
ing cuts. Obama joined the debate, 
but the two sides remained at odds 
over the level of cuts and a set of 
controversial social policy mea-
sures pushed by Republicans.
Those negotiations stalled 
earlier Friday, despite assurances 
from the leadership of both parties 
that progress was being made and 
meetings had been productive.
Usually, lawmakers make some 
effort to pass a real, 365-day bud-
get. Not this year. Instead, law-
makers have passed seven short-
term spending bills to make it this 
far.
That stop-and-go funding pat-
tern left agencies struggling to 
implement new legislation like the 
Dodd-Frank Wall Street reform 
bill. And other agencies delayed 
awarding big contracts. 
The Department of Defense 
even put the construction of a 
Virginia-class attack submarine 
on hold.
Branstad’s bill 
passes, moves 
on to Senate
HF590, a major piece of Gov. Terry 
Branstad’s economic agenda passed in the 
Iowa House on Monday. HF590 has moved 
to the Senate for debate. This bill acts on 
the organization of the Executive Branch 
agencies responsible for administering eco-
nomic development programs. HF590 cre-
ates three separate entities, the Partnership 
for Economic Progress, the Economic 
Development Authority and the Economic 
Development Corporation. The Partnership 
for Economic Progress will serve as an ad-
visory body. The Economic Development 
Authority will be the public agency facilitat-
ing programs. The Economic Development 
Authority will establish the Economic 
Development Corporation, a not-for-profit 
corporation, will distribute funds to advance 
development within Iowa.
Here is a list of selected bills that have “sur-
vived “ and “died” during the 12th week of leg-
islation: Survived
Administrative Review: SF471, which 
relates to the review of administrative rules 
and application processes, was passed by the 
Senate. The bill requires agencies to establish 
a five-year regulatory review of all rules and 
sets up a committee to oversee. 
Property Taxation and Local Government: 
HF9 relates to property taxation and local 
government and school financing. This bill es-
tablishes local government financing require-
ments for essential services and develops a 
method for determining property assessment 
limitations.
Tax Coupling: SF209 would couple Iowa’s 
tax code with the federal internal revenue 
code.
Commercial Property Taxation: couple 
HSB129 is the governor’s proposal to phase 
in 60 percent evaluation on commercial prop-
erty taxes.
Small Employer Tax Credit: SF506 estab-
lishes a small employer health insurance tax 
credit as a percentage of the federal credit. 
This bill was passed by the Senate and is now 
being debated in the House.
Senate Property Tax Credit: SSB1205 re-
lates to the establishment of a property tax 
credit for certain commercial, industrial and 
railway property. Died.
Workers Compensation Credit: HF523 es-
tablishes relates to employer credits for over-
payments of weekly workers compensation 
benefits. 
Collective Bargaining: HF525 relates to 
public employee collective bargaining agree-
ments. This bill passed in the House on March 
9 2011.
Right to Work: HF149 was a bill relating to 
the posting of “Right to Work” on all economic 
development/marketing materials.
Federal Regulations: HF324 was a bill re-
lating to the implementation of federal statute.
Unemployment Compensation: HF610 
was a bill relating to a one-week waiting period 
for unemployment compensation benefits.
Daily Staff
As the Ames Visioning Survey recently 
closed to the public, the city of Ames staff re-
ported that nearly 5,200 people completed 
the survey. This number greatly exceeded the 
city’s goal of 3,000.
“We are elated that so many people took 
the time not only to complete the survey, but 
to share their thoughts on what they value 
about Ames,” Public Relations Officer Susan 
Gwiasda said. “The response rate exceeds our 
expectations, and the data will be invaluable as 
we move forward on a developing community 
vision.”
The data from the online survey will be an-
alyzed and presented to the Ames City Council 
in a workshop at 7 p.m. April 19 at Ames City 
Hall, 515 Clark Ave. The workshop is open to 
the public.
The survey was created to help the city 
of Ames learn how to create and promote a 
community vision. With this survey, Ames 
residents were able to express their opinions 
about Ames and share what they value about 
the community. Also, it allowed the city of 
Ames to get a consensus on what needs to 
change within the community.
The vision statement that the Ames City 
Council will develop will help provide guid-
ance for residents, business owners, schools 
and students in making plans for the future. 
The company Brand Endeavor was hired to 
help the council with this project.
The final opportunity for community par-
ticipation in the visioning project will be at 
noon May 24 at City Hall and 7 p.m. May 25 at 
the Ames Public Library, 515 Douglas Ave.
Daily Staff
Ames survey 
exceeds city’s 
response goal
Organic food is becoming a craze, and that 
craze has hit Lincoln Way.
Organic food is food that is produced with-
out the employment of chemically-formulated 
fertilizers, growth stimulants, antibiotics or 
pesticides.
“You could call it a natural food cafe — all of 
our vegetables, grains, coffee and most of our 
spices are organic,” said Jon Runner, owner of 
the West Street Cafe and West Street Deli. “All 
of our meat, except for our fish, dairy and eggs 
are local. It is all minimally processed, and none 
of it is given any type of chemicals.”
The West Street Cafe will open on Lincoln 
Way where the old Planet Sub was located.
“We are really anxious to get open,” Runner 
said. “I think we will be open Monday [April 11]”
The cafe will serve breakfast from 7 to 10:30 
a.m.
Runner and Marshall Newman, a cook at 
West Street Cafe, are most excited about the 
organic free trade coffee. The majority of the 
syrups will be made with real sugar, and the 
local Picket Fence Creamery will produce the 
milk.
“I don’t know how you cannot have a good 
cup of coffee when you have all that stuff in it,” 
Runner said.
“Our coffee shop aspect is a big thing,” 
Newman said.
The menu for the new cafe will hold any-
thing from cheeseburgers to salad, covering all 
different types of ethnicities like Asian, Thai, 
Caribbean, Cajun and traditional American-
inspired foods.
“We will even have fajitas, fish tacos, jamba-
laya and maybe even gyros,” said Runner.
Although both men were persistent on 
keeping a secret about what would be on the 
menu, they did want to make very clear that the 
items will offer a variety for everybody.
Some of the more traditional items will 
be grilled chicken sandwiches, wraps, pasta, 
smoked beef, chicken, salmon and pork, along 
with a huge vegetarian menu as an added 
twist.
“I have cooked at a lot of places around 
town, and I think it will be fun to work some-
where where we have some freedom of expres-
sion to do some different things,” Newman 
said.
“It is in a true sense a cafe,” Runner said.
The process will be simple, beginning with 
ordering food at the counter. After that it’s a 
personal preference whether to sit down and be 
waited on or take the food and go.
“We are going for quick but nice; we expect 
most meals to take less than three minutes to 
make,” Runner said.
Runner expressed his gratitude for the 
help from his gracious parents, who have been 
partners with him since he first began 11 years 
ago.
“I didn’t see any future in the deli,” Runner 
said. “I make a good living, but I don’t see it be-
ing good enough to help my parents out.”
Runner already has his own catering busi-
ness, but hopes to one day expand to the base-
ment of the West Street Cafe, still basing his 
theme on locally-grown and produced foods.
Until then, Newman and Runner expect 
there will be people skeptical of the new cafe, 
but they are ready to walk anyone through and 
prove they have nothing to hide.
Last-minute bill averts  shutdown
Short-term spending 
measure will allow 
agencies to continue
By Charles Riley 
CNN Wire Service
House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, announced Friday night that Democratic and Republican negotiators have 
reached a budget deal that will avoid a government shutdown. Photo: CNN Wire Service
By McKenzie.Vogt 
    iowastatedaily.com
Organic food craze debuts 
on Lincoln Way with cafe
Natural food cafe to open
The West Street Cafe, located on Lincoln Way near Alpha Copies, will offer a selection of healthy American-style foods, as well as premium roast coffee. 
The owner, Jon Runner, hopes to have the cafe open for business by Wednesday. Photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Iowa legislation
Federal government spending
Visioning Survey
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Politics
Friday marked the passing of four months since Rep. Gabrielle Giffords was shot. “Tone down the rhetoric,” 
the left told the right, kicking them surrepti-
tiously under the table. Sycophantic as Eddie 
Haskell, they waged a brief war on unspecified 
instances of “heated rhetoric” coming from the 
right.
Time for another update as to how that all 
played out.
Starting with our own Vice President, 
the Daily Caller reported March 20 that Joe 
Biden found reason to draw hazy blame-the-
victim juxtapositions between rape victims 
and Republican plans to cut taxes and reduce 
spending.
“Biden compared Republicans’ economic 
policies to insensitivity toward rape victims. 
‘When a woman got raped, blame her because 
she was wearing a skirt too short,’ Biden said, 
drawing a parallel.”
What kind of reasonable person hears 
that Republicans want to cut taxes and lower 
spending and immediately thinks “Yep. That’s 
just like women being raped right there”?
On that point, Chris Matthews’ leg stopped 
tingling long enough Monday for him to link 
Newt Gingrich, Michelle Bachmann and 
Donald Trump first to Terry Jones and then 
to the insane mob who killed UN personnel 
Friday over his Quran burning.
Said Matthews: “But they keep spread-
ing this rumor on the right, people like Newt 
Gingrich and the rest of them. They are build-
ing the case for this Billy Bob character to burn 
Qurans. And then he‘s giving a case to Karzai 
to save his butt over there. This is a dynamic, 
dangerous kind of thing that does lead to wars. 
This is what happens in wars. Rumors lead to 
rumors lead to rumors and then only in the end, 
‘I only responded to what I heard. It’s not my 
fault.’ That’s what you hear”
That’s Michelle Bachmann and the Tea 
Party for you, according to Chris Matthews: 
“building the case” for Jones to burn Qurans 
and for Afghani mobs to kill people over it.
Even worse, what kind of reasonable person 
thinks, when lawmakers pass laws with which 
he or she disagrees, “Man, I should not only kill 
my senators, I should email them to let them 
know I’ll do it.”
Such was the case last Thursday 
with Katherine Windels of Dane County, 
Wisconsin, charged with two felonies and two 
misdemeanors in relation to her messages. As 
the Milawaukee Journal Sentinel reports:
“’I hope you have a good time in hell,’ she al-
legedly wrote in the lengthy email in which she 
purportedly listed scenarios the legislators and 
their families would die, including bombings 
and by ‘putting a nice little bullet in your head.’”
Less disturbing, but more immediately 
disgusting, is the bloody pig’s foot and rambling 
anti-Semitic note sent to Rep. Peter King 
(R-N.Y.) on Monday in response to hearings 
he held on March 10 to address concerns of 
Muslim radicalization in America. Politico 
quotes an unnamed congressional source 
in describing the note: “I guess you have to 
interpret it as a threat. It’s certainly not a sign 
of affection.”
To paraphrase Einstein, hydrogen and 
stupidity are infinite, the latter moreso.
A staggering amount of stupidity is needed 
for one to believe that Sarah Palin was in any 
way guilty of Giffords’ tragic shooting; as is 
needed to believe that Terry Jones was in 
any way guilty of murdering UN personnel in 
Afghanistan last week; as is needed to believe 
that the IRS was in any way guilt of causing Joe 
Stack to fly his plane into the Echelon Building.
Much as it’s easy to believe the narrative 
that heated rhetoric is the cause of discord 
and that toning it down will save us from crazy 
people, the truth is much harder to swallow.
Crazy people will always be crazy.
The trench gouged between us by partisan 
politics is far too deep a rift for any kind of for-
profit media empire to cease its exploitation 
in the pursuit of ratings. That they have the 
audacity to tell any of us that we’re the cause 
of such horrific acts of violence as Giffords’ 
shooting...
I told my roommate yesterday, “You’re as 
racist as the Tea Party. By which I mean not at 
all.” The Tea Party of course is no more racist 
than the Democratic Party.
But to be so blinded by talking points and 
ideology to assume a group with whom you 
do not agree is intrinsically guilty of racism, 
that such-and-such is fundamentally racist is 
beyond idiocy, even beyond ignorance.
This new trail of worthless and uninformed 
thought that one blazes with such opinions is 
so profound a swath as to rend brother from 
brother.
And for what? A damn vote.
The rhetoric that remains
By Brandon.Blue    iowastatedaily.com
Don’t be blinded by ‘talking 
points and ideology’
Columnist Blue writes that the crazed rhetoric coming from American politicians gouges a ‘trench between us ... in the pursuit of ratings.’ 
Photo illustration: Logan Gaedke
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On April 3 Robert Bender 
wrote, “If a poor black kid can 
become president, then racism is 
not a barrier to anyone.”
This sentence makes me sad, 
not only because it is false, not 
only because it is naïve, but also 
because it takes away the legitima-
cy of the voices of people of color 
who experience racism.
Racism is not a barrier to any-
one anymore? That might be news 
to people of color who lack access 
to health care, to educational 
opportunities or to fair treatment 
by the justice system. And that 
sentence offers justification to 
whites for ignoring or minimizing 
the racism experienced by people 
of color. That, by the way, is racist.
If a Mexican-American were 
elected president, would that be a 
magic fix ending the exploitation 
of Mexican day laborers? No. 
If a woman were elected 
president, would that be a magic 
fix ending rape and sexual harass-
ment? No.
Electing a black man presi-
dent is something of which all 
Americans can be proud. 
Thinking that Obama’s elec-
tion erases the social effects of 
400 years of racism and changes 
the hearts and minds of all whites 
in the U.S. amounts to believing 
in magic.
Presuming that racism is not a 
barrier to anyone is both factually 
and ethically wrong.
Amazingly, the article 
written by Wichtendahl 
refers to atheists as 
anti-Christian. 
Wichtendahl states 
that “To me, atheism 
was just another religion 
that had different views 
than mine, but one that I 
should respect anyway.” 
The author goes on to say, 
“I thought atheism was 
about a total absence of 
religion.”
Typical for 
Christianity, the logic is 
completely contradic-
tory. Why do these people 
consistently perpetuate 
their whining whenever 
someone does something 
they do not agree with? 
These dilapidated ar-
guments fail to really state 
anything.
Why should American 
atheists compound their 
arguments by encompass-
ing all faiths, rather than 
concentrate on one at a 
time?
The believer sub-
scribes to one doctrine, 
one fabricated way of life. 
It seems the atheist/an-
titheist has a much more 
complicated task set be-
fore him or her if they are 
to embark on a systematic, 
scientific rebuttal of every 
dogma and eschatological 
belief.
When Wichtendahl 
complains that the Des 
Moines atheist conven-
tion just happens to be on 
Easter, what business of 
his is it? 
Clearly, he will not be 
in attendance, so who re-
ally cares?
When one considers 
the holidays currently 
established in this country, 
it is readily apparent 
that the majority of them 
are religious or at least 
pseudo-religious days. 
I’m certain the atheist 
doesn’t like the fact that 
America shuts down on 
Christmas, an invented 
birthday not everyone 
subscribes to.
So, if the focal point of 
the AAS on campus seems 
to be Christianity, I think 
one can easily use their 
highly evolved intellect to 
contemplate just why that 
is, as the Americanized 
version of this conformity 
ranks highest here.
One thing we currently 
have in this country is 
the freedom to speak out, 
something disbelievers of 
Islam residing in Islamic 
countries do not. 
But, amazingly, the 
atheist must endure the 
fanatical voice of religion 
on signage, the television 
and preposterous argu-
ments such as the one in 
question.
The atheist, as the 
voice of reason, of logical, 
rational thought has every 
right to speak out when 
they want, covering topics 
of their choosing, just like 
the fanatic. 
One could argue that 
Christianity cherry picks 
its conundrums as well: 
gays, abortion and evolu-
tion, whereas war, pedo-
philia and the murder of 
doctors seem to be beyond 
its unctuous mind.
Fighting the mainstays of oppression
Racism is still a barrier to many
Letters
Jason Lupoi is a gradu-
ate student in chemistry.
Carla Fehr is  an associate 
professor of philosophy.
The lights are still on. Friday night, 
Congress reached an agreement to 
temporarily fund government agen-
cies, buying the time to hammer out 
the budget this week. It is hard to 
know exactly what that budget will 
be, but the American people, particu-
larly those holding federally funded 
jobs, are able breath a little easier — at 
least for now.
This last-minute compromise 
between our severely polarized 
legislators raises the question: Is this 
the new normal? In recent months 
and weeks, there has been a consis-
tent flow of rhetoric from the House 
of Representatives promising “no 
compromise” on spending cuts, and 
an equally reliable resistance against 
some of those cuts from the Senate 
and White House.
It seems as though the only thing 
that forced our lawmakers to with-
draw from the brink was the immi-
nent threat of crossing it.
Nobody in Washington seems 
very pleased with the as-of-yet vague 
budgetary outcome, which does not 
bode well for efficient and coopera-
tive congressional action going for-
ward. Perhaps even more troubling is 
the fact that the parties continue to 
argue over the reality behind the near 
shutdown.
Democrats are saying that 
Republicans, a majority in the House 
but minority in the Senate, were 
attempting to use the economy as 
an excuse to pursue radical social 
agendas through selective spending 
cuts. Republicans, claiming a man-
date from the electorate in the recent 
midterm elections, say they are 
simply delivering on their campaign 
promises of reducing the size of the 
federal government.
However you approach this budget 
issue ideologically, the partisans are 
not talking about the same thing. 
That is to say, they are not debating 
one another so much as engaging in a 
shouting match.
It could be argued that this is noth-
ing new, that all discourse between 
the parties in the 21st century has 
been divisive, evasive and generally 
childish. But the narrowly averted 
consequences of a federal shutdown 
sharpen this problem; a lack of 
continuity in recognized realities is 
exceeding its usual levels and threat-
ening long-term harm to our limping 
economic recovery.
Tempting though it may be to al-
low disenchantment to deepen our 
national apathy and indifference 
toward the bickering in Washington, 
the onus is on us to end it. This state 
of affairs cannot exist in a nation 
whose citizens engage themselves in 
public matters. 
Each side is painting the other to 
be a villain, and as much as it appeals 
to our individual political sensibili-
ties to accept such a narrative, to do 
so would be an oversimplification at 
best. Last week has shown us that it 
can be cataclysmic at worst.
9Amy Sedaris
Crafts for Poor People
Actress Amy Sedaris once again nips at the heels of Martha Stewart with a new 
book to help fans through these dire economic times. It is appropriately named 
Simple Times: Crafts for Poor People. She previously shared her domestic skills in 
the satirical guide to entertaining I Like You: Hospitality Under the Influence. 
Sedaris was the anti-heroine Jerri Blank in Comedy Central's cult hit Strangers 
with Candy, which she wrote with Stephen Colbert and Paul Dinello. She has 
appeared in the movies Elf, School of Rock, Maid in Manhattan, the film version of 
Bewitched and on television in Rescue Me, Monk, Just Shoot Me! Sex and the City, 
and My Name Is Earl. Amy is half of the Obie-winning "Talent Family" playwright 
team with her brother, author and essayist David Sedaris. She lives in Manhattan 
with her imaginary boyfriend, Ricky, and her pet rabbit, Dusty. 
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NEW PATIENTS WELCOME!
Call Us Today For an Appointment
233-1709
“Your Local Family Chiropractor”
Don’t Let Back or Neck Pain
Get You Down
• Headaches
• Neck pain
• Tight muscles
• Lower back pain
• Numbness in
   hands or feet
Our experienced staff  can help with:
NEW PA I  
West 268-8077
South 232-1911
North 292-4741 
3 Locations 1 Membership 0 Excuses 
www.amesracfit.com
Join today and get:
•	  50 % off joining fee
•	  2 months FREE tanning
•	  1/2 hour massage
•	  1 personal training session
Like it or not, the United 
States of America has a thriv-
ing gun culture. The personal 
right to keep and bear arms is 
a right that is deeply American 
in nature. 
Historically, Americans 
have been very well-armed for 
a variety of purposes. Reuters 
estimates that 34 percent 
of citizens own firearms 
[2007], and the NRA-ILA 
estimates that 40-45 percent 
of households own firearms 
[2011]. Given those estimates, 
it is highly likely that you will 
encounter a gun at some point 
in your life, even if you are 
the most anti-gun person you 
know.
While there are many peo-
ple who know how to handle a 
firearm safely, there are many 
people who pretend they know 
how to handle a firearm. In my 
opinion, it’s the latter category 
that poses the biggest danger 
to themselves and people 
around them. Somebody 
might think they know how to 
operate a firearm because they 
watch action movies and play 
video games, but I beg of you, 
do not think this makes you 
any better prepared to operate 
a firearm. Overconfidence, 
ignorance and carelessness 
are the causes of easily avoid-
able — potentially deadly 
—mistakes.
By themselves, firearms 
are just inanimate objects, 
but they demand the utmost 
respect. If you encounter a 
gun (be it at a friend’s house, 
gun store or otherwise), do not 
assume it is safe, and never 
attempt to handle it without 
a good understanding of its 
operation. 
The NRA lays out three 
simple rules to guide safe 
firearm use:
Always keep the gun 
pointed in a safe direction. 
Personally, I treat this as if the 
gun is going to go off at any 
time. This forces you to point 
the gun in a direction that will 
minimize damage should any-
thing go wrong. Anything that 
crosses in front of the barrel 
could be instantly destroyed. 
Always treat the gun as if it is 
loaded.
Always keep your finger off 
the trigger until ready to shoot. 
Trigger discipline is extremely 
important, and one of the 
easiest mistakes new people 
make. From all the movies, 
it seems right to instantly 
put your finger on the trigger 
when holding a gun. This is 
incredibly dangerous. Put your 
finger along the frame or off to 
the side instead. My favorite 
summarization of this rule: 
“Keep your booger hook off the 
bang switch.” 
Always keep the gun 
unloaded until ready to use. 
The first thing you should do 
when picking up a gun is make 
double sure that it is unloaded. 
If you do not know how to 
check, do not handle it, and 
ask for help. If the firearm has 
a safety mechanism, leave it 
on until you are ready to shoot. 
When putting a gun away, 
again make double sure that 
there is no ammunition in 
the firearm. It is a good idea – 
especially if you have kids – to 
keep your firearms in a locked 
container or safe, and to store 
ammunition separately.
Shooting can be fun and 
safe for everyone involved if 
these rules are observed. If 
you are considering owning 
a gun in the future or if you 
have a gun you do not feel very 
comfortable using, please sign 
up for a safety class. 
Minimizing risk of ac-
cidents is a reason well worth 
the time and money you 
invested improving yourself. 
Check the Ames Izaak Walton 
League website for upcoming 
local safety classes — www.
amesikes.org.
I hope I have given you 
a better understanding of 
firearm safety. When it comes 
to firearms, proper handling 
is literally a matter of life and 
death, but with proper experi-
ence and instruction, safety 
will become second nature. 
Have fun, be responsible 
and stay safe.
On Tuesday, Representative Paul Ryan, R-WI, released the 
proposed Republican budget for fiscal 2012. Our national debt is 
already topping a staggering $14 trillion, and it is being com-
pounded by President Obama’s trillion-plus deficits annually.
The Republican budget confronts the debt crisis head on. 
While it seems President Obama and the Senate Democrats 
want to continue America’s plunge into insurmountable debt, we 
choose a brighter future. We choose the “Path to Prosperity.”
Our generation needs to decide how we will be remembered 
in history. 
Currently, the United States is on route to an irreversible eco-
nomic apocalypse if we continue to allow government spending 
to remain unabated. In fact, the non-partisan CBO’s computer 
models cannot conceive any rational way that the American 
economy can continue past 2037. We face the most predictable, 
yet daunting, financial crisis in our nation’s history.
Do we allow the crisis to continue and push America into 
obscurity, or do we make the painful choices to put America back 
in the right direction?
Fiscal responsibility should not be a partisan issue. The eco-
nomic prosperity and viability of America is at risk. We simply 
must fix this problem while it can still be fixed. Congressman 
Ryan’s proposed budget will do just that. 
His plan reduces government spending to below 20 percent 
of the national economy and reduces the president’s proposed 
debt spending by an astounding $6 trillion over the next decade 
by streamlining government agencies and vastly reforming the 
government’s medical programs.
The Democratic political machine would like to fearmonger 
you to believe that any substantive reforms will eliminate access 
to affordable health care.
The truth is that without immediate and decisive measures 
to reform and save these programs for future generations, they 
will contribute to the end of America’s prosperity and function-
ing economy. Entitlement programs are the drivers of our debt.
We cannot make an impact on reducing our debt without 
changing Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid. 
Conservative estimates show our unfunded liabilities in 
these three areas top $100 trillion over the next 80 years, and in 
just 15 years, every cent of every tax dollar will be needed just 
to fund the government’s health and retirement programs and 
interest on the debt.
Be sure to read that last sentence very closely. Reform is 
clearly needed; Congressman Ryan has given us a plan.
For once, our politicians are not concerned about re-election. 
Cutting entitlement programs have long been political suicide. 
Rep. Ryan openly admits this plan provides Democrats with 
political attacks for years to come. However, he knows, and we 
know, that if we do not change course quickly the America we 
have known and loved will cease to exist for our children and 
grandchildren. 
Congressman Ryan’s budget will streamline government 
agencies, provide for the common defense, end corporate 
welfare and promote private enterprise ahead of government 
bureaucracy.
Each American generation has been tested, and each genera-
tion found strength in America’s highest principles and virtues 
to ensure the next generation inherited a stronger, more prosper-
ous and free America. Our debt jeopardizes this sacred legacy.
Our generation must not be the first to fail this country.
As Ryan stated in his Path to Prosperity, “Without reforming 
spending on government health and retirement programs, we 
have zero hope of getting our spending and as a result our debt 
crisis under control.”
It is up to our generation to make tough decisions and merely 
“hoping” for “change” is not enough. The real question is, will we 
do it or not?
If you remember just one thing from this article, remember 
this: Congressman Ryan’s budget aims to pay off the debt while 
President Obama’s aims to accumulate trillions more. We have a 
choice of two futures; pick your side and be ready to defend it.
Our children will be anxious to hear your explanation.
I really loved your map of places on the ISU campus where there is freedom of speech. You 
did forget my classroom where I and students discuss anything we feel is relevant to the topic of 
the week in American government, my office 549 Ross Hall which is a Free Speech Sanctuary 
and the Commons in the MU where people can speak about anything free from censorship or 
persecution. I probably left off a few other places on ISU property where there is freedom of 
speech, but I’ll bet you get my point.
Free speech zones exist 
beyond those on map
Steffen Schmidt is a university professor of political science.
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Our generation’s choice of two futures 
Letters
John Twillmann is the University of Iowa College 
Republicans chair; 
Dan Jensen is the UNI College Republicans chair;  
Logan Pals is the ISU College Republicans chair.
Firearm ignorance  
can be easily prevented
Collin Howe is a senior in 
computer engineering.
The following com-
ments were left in 
response to the April 
6 editorial, “Letter 
From the Editor: 
Celebrate ‘freedom 
for the thought you 
hate the most’ on 
First Amendment 
Day.”
“It’s interesting to note 
that a lefty Daily editor 
thinks that the Tea Party is 
extreme while not consider-
ing her own paper’s wacky 
ideological views, like 
claiming Sarah Palin was 
the real killer in Tucson, 
that teacher union violence 
in Madison is not worth 
mentioning, and that the 
US military is full of crazed 
killers.”
Steve Gregg
“To clarify, I did not call the 
Tea Party or LGBT groups 
extreme; I simply used both 
as examples of vocal groups 
that could potentially be 
deemed offensive, depend-
ing on the majority in power. 
I would not liken either 
of these groups to the 
Westboro Baptist Church.”
 Jessica Opoien
“i’d like to exercise my right 
to point out that steve gregg 
is a whiny troll.”
Dave Saldana
“Well done Ms. Opoien.
And you are correct, you 
did not call the Tea Party 
extreme.
Several times Mr. Gregg 
has also posted the lie that 
the Daily claimed ‘Sarah 
Palin was the real killer in 
Tucson,’ as well as the lie 
that the Daily claimed ‘the 
US military is full of crazy 
killers.’”
Rob Stone
This comment was 
left in response to the 
April 3 letter to the 
editor from Robert 
Bender, “Liberal 
Americans are nos-
talgic for racism.”
“Wow. So racism does not 
exist, despite the fact that 
many movies which should 
have people of a specific 
nationality (like the movie 
21) simply ignore that fact 
and cast a bunch of white 
people instead? Next I’ll be 
told sexism doesn’t exist 
either despite the fact a 
woman who has a miscar-
riage can be charged with 
murder because clearly 
it was her fault the body 
rejected the child.
Just sit down and watch 
Donald Trump talk to Bill 
O’Reilly about how there’s 
a Muslim problem in the 
United States and write me 
another article about how 
clearly there is no racism in 
America.”
Sara Aki Pederson
Comments of the Day“
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Track and field Softball
Iowa State vs. Drake
4 p.m. Tuesday
Des Moines
Taylor Made Hawkeye 
Invitational
Saturday-Sunday
Iowa City
Iowa State vs. Texas 
A&M
2 p.m. Friday
Southwest 
Athletic Complex
 
Spring Game
2 p.m. Saturday
Jack Trice 
Stadium
Softball Men’s Golf Tennis   Football
Sports Jargon of 
the Day: Albatrosswor
d!This Week’s Schedule
watch
sports!
DEFINITION:
A score that is  three 
strokes under par on any 
given hole on the golf 
course.
USE:
Tiger Woods needed an 
albatross on the final hole 
to have a chance to win the 
Masters on Sunday.
SPORT: Golf
Red Raiders sweep
By Zach.Gourley 
    iowastatedaily.com
Christofferson 
breaks ISU record
Nationally-ranked teams have 
been the pitfall for the ISU softball 
team this spring.
The Cyclones (17-17 overall, 
1-5 Big 12) dropped two games 
to No. 24 Texas Tech this past 
weekend.
The Red Raiders (38-6, 3-5) 
topped Iowa State 15-5 Saturday 
and 16-5 Sunday. 
The weekend’s matchups 
marked the first true road trip for 
the team from Lubbock. Despite 
being on the road, they made the 
Southwest Athletic Complex feel 
like home.
In Saturday’s bout, the visiting 
team jumped out to an early 11-0 
lead. 
Iowa State battled back late, 
scoring five runs in the fifth inning. 
Just when it seemed the Cyclones 
were going to make a push, they 
were stymied, and Texas Tech col-
lected four more runs to reach the 
15-run mark.
Sunday’s game was almost a 
mirror image. Through five in-
nings, the Red Raiders stood with 
a 9-4 lead. 
However, in the final two in-
nings, the visitors took over and 
seven more runs crossed the plate. 
This cemented the 16-5 victory 
and dropped Iowa State to 1-5 in 
the Big 12.
Offensively, both teams were 
able to manufacture hits. Erica 
Miller continued as Iowa State’s 
master of the bat. She finished 
with five hits, four RBIs and a tow-
ering two-run home run to open 
the scoring for Iowa State in the 
second game.
“I always just try to do what I 
can to help the team, and I made 
a mistake on the infield the inning 
before, so I was just trying to make 
up for it and trying to help the 
team,” Miller said.
Dalyn Varela returned to form 
and contributed to the offensive 
presence. 
Despite being battered and 
bruised, the Cyclone third base-
man sent a two-run shot out of the 
park for her sixth home run of the 
season.
“It didn’t feel like a home run 
when I hit it,” Varela said. “But it’s 
nice to be able to help the team, and 
it’s good to have Tori [Torrescano] 
and Erica [Miller] behind me to 
pick me up.”
The Cyclone offense and de-
fense being out of sync has been 
a recurring nightmare during the 
team’s recent skid.
Despite fighting at the plate 
against a deep Texas Tech staff, the 
Cyclones were unable to respond 
defensively.
“It’s kind of frustrating for us 
because we know we can’t help 
our pitchers out when they’re 
struggling,” Varela said. “We try to 
keep their spirits up but we know 
they’re getting frustrated, and we 
get frustrated when we’re not scor-
ing as many runs.”
Red Raider outfielder Mikey 
Kenney added seven runs to her 
resume while shortstop Raven 
Richardson scored four times. 
Their performances were just the 
tip of the iceberg.
Iowa State’s top option from 
the mound, Rachel Zabriskie, 
struggled in both games. Just days 
after going 10 innings against 
Minnesota, Zabriskie’s longest 
outing of the weekend lasted only 
3.2 innings.
In the second game of the se-
ries, Zabriskie loaded the bases in 
the second inning and Red Raider 
slugger Sandy James connected 
on a grand slam.
While the Cyclones know that 
17-17 is not where they want to be, 
the team is focusing on the week 
ahead.
“We need to move on,” Miller 
said, “and look at the good stuff we 
did and build on that instead of fo-
cusing on the ending score.” 
The Cyclones will begin a 
home and away series with Drake 
this week, beginning Tuesday in 
Des Moines.
Iowa State competed in the Sun Angel 
Track Classic at Arizona State on Friday and 
Saturday.
While the Cyclones didn’t have any first-
place finishes, they had some strong results, 
and even saw a record broken. 
Senior Britta Christofferson finished fifth 
in the women’s hammer throw with a total 
distance of 195-08, breaking the ISU school 
record — 191-11 from Kris Curnyn — by nearly 
four feet. Senior Katie Nugent finished sixth 
in the hammer throw with a total distance of 
181-03. 
Senior Alvin Garnett was the men’s 
team’s best overall finisher, taking third in 
the 400-meter dash with a time of 48.48. 
Sophomore Brian Sandvig finished in ninth 
with a time of 49.03.
Freshman Ryan Sander finished 11th in the 
110-meter hurdles with a time of 15.05 while 
junior Jamal Currica ended in the No. 15 spot 
with a time of 15.13.
Junior Kelli Oettle finished eighth in 
the women’s 1500-meter run. Her time was 
4:38.61. Junior Callan Jacobson also took 
home an eighth-place finish in the women’s 
400-meter dash with a time of 59.49.
In the men’s 100-meter dash, junior Clint 
Martin took 12th place with a time of 11.08
Sophomore Donnise Powell finished 12th 
in the women’s 400-meter hurdles with a time 
of 1:00.96.
The Cyclones took fifth in the men’s 
4x400-meter relay. The team of Garnett, 
Currica, Sandvig and junior Matt Brinkley fin-
ished with a time of 3:15.22.
David Merrill, Daily staff writer
Men’s golf
Struggles give team 
chances to learn
              final - Saturday
Texas Tech 15
Iowa State 5
The No. 24 Texas Tech Red Raiders hit the 
Cyclone softball team off the field two days in a 
row this weekend.
Cyclone ace Rachel Zabriskie got the start 
in both games, but had to be pulled partway 
through the fourth inning each time.
“[Zabriskie] is not going to throw well 
every time, but I think it is in there because 
she’s a great pitcher,” said ISU coach Stacy 
Gemeinhardt-Cesler. “It just wasn’t her day.”
Zabriskie’s play often has a sizable affect on 
how her teammates perform.
“She’s the only senior on the team and she’s 
the leader of the team, and sometimes it seems 
like we play based on how she’s playing,” said 
Cyclone pitcher Lauren Kennewell. “We can’t 
do that because there are always going to be ups 
and downs as far as pitching goes.”
The Red Raiders (38-6, 3-5 Big 12) regis-
tered a 15-5 victory on 14 hits Saturday, four of 
which were home runs.
The Cyclones (17-17, 1-5) exhausted 
their four-player pitching rotation, throwing 
Zabriskie, Kennewell, Tori Torrescano and 
Bree Holliday at the Red Raiders, with minimal 
success.
The Cyclone pitchers gave up a batting aver-
age of .412 on the day.
“It was pretty frustrating because we scored 
five runs, and as a pitching staff, we should be 
able to hold them under five runs and that didn’t 
happen,” Kennewell said. “We just have to do a 
better job of pitching.”
The second game of the series Sunday was 
more of the same for the Cyclones as they lost 
16-5.
With the score tied at 2-2 in the bottom of 
the second inning, Zabriskie walked two bat-
ters and hit another with a pitch to load the 
bases with two outs.
Red Raider first baseman Sandy James, who 
hit a three-run homer Saturday, struck again 
with a grand slam to center to break the game 
open.
James was 4-4 at the plate Sunday with 
eight RBIs on the day.
“They had really good at-bats. A lot of times 
they would take that first strike, and then they 
would come back and wait for their pitch,” 
Kennewell said. “They would foul them off until 
they got the pitch they wanted and they hit it.”
Texas Tech’s 16 runs Sunday were the most 
in school history in a Big 12 conference game.
The Cyclones will try to snap their four-
game losing streak 4 p.m. Tuesday in a road 
game against Drake.
Softball
Team falls to No. 24 Texas Tech
By Darrin.Cline 
    iowastatedaily.com
Texas Tech’s fiery offense 
overcomes Cyclone defense
The ISU men’s golf team finished eighth out 
of 15 teams at the Adidas Hoosier Invitational 
this past weekend. The Cyclones finished with 
an 877 three-round total.
Running away with the tournament was 
the home team, Indiana, with an 852. After the 
Hoosiers, it was very tight with the second-
place through eighth-place teams only being 
separated by 10 strokes.
For the Cyclones, Nate McCoy finished in 
a tie for fourth, carding rounds of 71, 69 and 72 
for a 212 total, which was three strokes behind 
medalist Tyler Merkel of Ball State. Behind 
McCoy was sop“There aren’t a lot of posi-
tives to take away at first glance,” said coach 
Andrew Tank. “Any time you struggle, it’s a 
good chance to learn. So we’re just going to sit 
down this week with each guy and try to figure 
out what the missing pieces are.”
The ISU men’s golf team will have a quick 
turnaround for next weekend at the Hawkeye-
TaylorMade/Adidas Invitational in Iowa City.
Dean Berhow-Goll, Daily staff writer
Tennis
Texas road trip ends 
with tough losses
Cyclones hope to 
build on ‘the good 
stuff,” against Drake
The ISU tennis team traveled this week-
end to take on some of the toughest competi-
tion so far this season.
 The Cyclones lost to Texas Tech 6-1 Friday 
in Lubbock and suffered another loss to No. 9 
Baylor 7-0 Sunday in Waco.
The Cyclones struggled early against Texas 
Tech, dropping all three doubles matches. 
Juniors Maria Macedo and Tessa Lang lost at 
the No. 1 doubles spot 8-1, senior Erin Karonis 
and sophomore Simona Cacciuttolo lost 
8-1 at the No. 2 spot, and sophomore Jenna 
Langhorst and senior Liza Wischer lost 8-4 at 
the No. 3 spot.
Macedo defeated Samantha Adams at the 
No. 2 singles spot 6-3 and 6-4. This was the 
Cyclones’ only victory against the Red Raiders.
The weekend didn’t get any easier when 
the Cyclones got to Waco to play No. 9 Baylor. 
The Cyclones lost all three doubles match-
es once again.
The Cyclones were also unable to win a 
singles match against the Bears. Wischer, at 
the No. 6 singles spot, climbed back into her 
match against Cristina Danaila after losing 
the first set 6-2 by winning the second set 6-3. 
Wischer lost the tiebreaker 1-0.
The Cyclones will return to action Friday 
and Sunday against Texas A&M and Texas in 
Ames.
Clint Cole, Daily staff writer
Center fielder Jennifer Drahozal drops a fly ball during the Aggies’ 10-run ruling of the Cyclones on Saturday at the Southwest Athletic Complex. 
Photo: Bryan Langfeldt/Iowa State Daily
Third basemen Dalyn Varela tags a runner out during Iowa State’s loss to 
Texas Tech, 15-5. The Cyclones are back in action Tuesday against Drake 
in Des Moines. Photo: Bryan Langfeldt/Iowa State Daily
VarelaMiller
                 final - Sunday
Texas Tech 16
Iowa State 5
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Steller Jacket
Great Price On Raingear
• Waterproof and Breathable
• Loaded with features!
$99
Mfg# 021611,031611
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Classifieds
online
CHECK
US OUT!
www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds
Daily Classifieds Work!
We guarantee it!
Sell it. Move it. Buy it! 
Buy 5 days,
Get 5 days
FREE!*
*ISU students get 5 free days
if the item does not sell in 5 days. 
Excludes Autos and Rentals
attn: 2011 Graduates
15 words, 5 days, FREE
Questions?
Call: (515) 294-4123 email: class1@iastate.edu
Submit online at: 
www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds/
print_classified_rates
Graduating this Spring or Summer?
Sell your stuff for FREE in the...
LINE RATES:  
(per line per day, includes online)
1-3 Days......$1.60 (per line)
4-6 Days......$1.35 (per line)
7 Days...........$1.10 (per line)
Min. Charge    $3.10
Price includes 55¢/day online charge.
We accept:
CLASSIFIED   RATES
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES:
LINE ADS: 
11am, one office day in advance.
DISPLAY ADS: 
12 pm, Three office days in 
advance.
email: class1@iastate.edu
phone: 515-294-4123
Service
Showcase
Massage Therapy
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded
23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority
    • Windows
    • Deep Cleaning
    • Residential Cleaning
    • Getting Your Home 
       Ready For the Market
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Cleaning Service
Garage Sales
List  your garage 
sale for FREE at:
www.iowastatedaily.com/
classifieds/garagesale
Want to put it in print?
5 lines, $3/day
Questions? 
class1@iastate.edu or 
515.294.4123
SALE
Don’t haul it home!
Sell your stuff in the Daily.
15 words, 5 days, $5
Questions?
Call: (515) 294-4123 email: class1@iastate.edu
Submit online at: 
www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds/
print_classified_rates
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the August 1st, 3BR house
near campus on Story St.
$720/month. 292-1842
4 BR/1 BA house w/base-
ment avail. Aug. 1st for 1
yr. lease. $900/mo. + util.
Washer, AC & parking. 
1st/last mo. rent + deposit
& refs. reqd.  
 
NO TEXTS, please! 
 
Steve 
404-889-7275 
4 & 5 BR houses available
Aug. 1. Very nice and close
to campus. 291-7000
3BR Aug. 1. Free cable &
garage. $825. Arkae Mngt
515.292.7871
1 BR duplex near 
downtown, hospital area.
Washer/dryer, new 
furnace. Pets okay with
fenced in yard. Aug. 1st or
before. (515) 231-3649 
AVAIL AUG 1ST
2 BR, 2 BA - Close to
CyRide, North Grand
Mall, WalMart & Dahls.
Large Decks, Lots of
Storage and Internet &
Cable FREE! Furman@-
FurmanRealty.com  
515-232-8884 
2BRs for Aug 1. Starting at
$550. Free cable & 
internet. Arkae Mngt. 
515-292-7871
2br close to CY-Ride.Free
cable.515-296-1107.
2 BR August 1. Walk to
ISU. Free high speed 
internet. Off-street parking.
Spacious $550. 291-8396
Nice 1BR for rent.
$370/month. In Gilbert, 4
miles north of Ames. 
(515) 520-1140 or 
(515) 450-3645.   
Sublease 2BR, 2BA Apt.
West Ames. Walk-in closet.
Washer/dryer. $382/mo.
Per person. Both rooms
available.712-249-7496
Efficiency, 1BR & 2BR 
available. West Ames on
CyRide, red route. 
Call Sally 292.3555.
Night House Manager
Full-time, Youth Addiction
Counselor Full-time, and
Youth Addiction 
Specialist Full-time. See
website for details:
www.yss.ames.ia.us.
Counter help at downtown
and North Grand locations.
3-7 hrs. Apply at Mayfair 
Cleaners 508 Lincoln Way.
515-232-2952.
!BARTENDING! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training available.
1-800-965-6520 ext.161.
Hickory Park now hiring for
part-time kitchen help. 
Apply in person at 1404 S.
Duff. EOE.
BIKE MAPS! Get a free map
catalog & magazine. Over
40K mapped routes.
www.adventurecycling.org/
membership/inquiry.cfm?r
=CN-B. 
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid survey takers needed
in Ames. 100% FREE to
join! Click on Surveys.
Announcements
Announcements
Sublease
1 Bedroom Apts
2 Bedroom Apts
Duplexes for Rent
Houses for Rent
Help Wanted
Announcements
Help Wanted
Announcements
For Rent
1
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Announcements
The Iowa State Daily
distributes 13,500 
copies of  the 
newspaper M-F 
during the 
academic 
year.
FAST
FACT
Editor: Jake Lovett  |  sports    iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.2003 Monday, April 11, 2011  |  Iowa State Daily  |  SPORTS  |  11A
Receivers have ‘plenty of potential’
Coach combines 
both experienced, 
new players 
Football
By Dan.Tracy 
    iowastatedaily.com
Last season, then-
tight ends coach Courtney 
Messingham drilled starting 
tight end Collin Franklin and 
the other tight ends on the im-
portance of becoming a securi-
ty blanket for the quarterback. 
Franklin responded by 
leading the Cyclones with 54 
catches and 530 receiving 
yards.
Now coaching the wide 
receivers, Messingham is 
preaching a similar message to 
the ISU receiving corps.
“You have to have wide 
receivers that the quarter-
back trusts and feels comfort-
able knowing that that guy 
is going to get open for me,” 
Messingham said. 
“If you have a ball coming 
to you, you need to go make a 
play so that the quarterback 
gets comfortable with you and 
trusts you.”
The Cyclones seem to be 
experienced at wide receiver, 
with a pair of seniors and a ju-
nior filling the top spots on the 
depth chart.
But Messingham sees a 
young group that still has plen-
ty of potential.
“People forget that we’re 
still pretty young at most of 
those spots,” Messingham 
said.
Seniors Darius Darks, 
Darius Reynolds and junior 
Josh Lenz accounted for only 
32 percent of the catches last 
season, but the trio will be re-
lied on more heavily, especially 
with the absence of Franklin.
“Anywhere on the field, 
anywhere they put me, any-
thing they try to use me for, 
I just want to be a threat to 
the opposing team and their 
defensive coordinator and 
make them realize that we do 
have playmakers on our side,” 
Reynolds said.
As a 6-foot-2-inch, 
206-pound target that snagged 
25 catches for 283 yards and 
a pair of touchdowns last 
season, Messingham ex-
pects Reynolds to emerge as 
one of Iowa State’s featured 
receivers.
“We expect him to be a guy 
that the other team needs to 
figure out, ‘How do we slow 
him down?’” Messingham 
said.
Lenz has been limited in 
spring practice due to an ankle 
injury, but the Dubuque native 
will be relied on more this sea-
son in the passing game after 
making a name for himself as 
a returner during his first two 
seasons in Ames.
“[Lenz] needs to be a guy 
that we can get the ball to in any 
way possible,” Messingham 
said. 
“He’s got that ability to 
make plays, and he’s really 
done a nice job when he’s been 
able to practice.”
Making the biggest name 
for himself so far this spring 
has been the smallest receiver 
in the group in 5-foot-7-inch, 
161-pound freshman Jarvis 
West. 
Reynolds admitted that 
the shifty West has been his 
favorite player to watch during 
spring practice.
“He’s real quick and he 
stays low to the ground,” 
Reynolds said. 
“He can just catch the ball. 
There will be like three people 
around him, and he’ll just turn 
around, make a move and get 
right back up the field. He’s ex-
citing and real explosive.”
With only one pass com-
pletion of more than 50 yards 
throughout the last two sea-
sons for the ISU offense, 
Messingham sees promise in 
junior college transfer Aaron 
Horne, with his ability to be 
dangerous as a big-play threat. 
Also ready to make his 
mark in the ISU passing game 
will be junior Donnie Jennert,.
The Saint Cloud, Fla. native 
hopes that he’ll be able to use 
his 6-foot-7-inch, 216-pound 
frame to be a menace for op-
posing defenses.
“Aaron Horne with his 
speed and me with my height, 
we feel like we have weapons 
all over the field at wideout,” 
Jennert said.
One task for Messingham 
in his first year coaching the 
group will be getting them 
comfortable with making 
catches in game situations. 
Going into the 2011-12 sea-
son, no wide receiver on the 
roster has caught a pass in an 
ISU uniform outside of Darks, 
Reynolds and Lenz. 
Messingham feels confi-
dent the group’s hard work will 
transfer to on-field production 
in the fall, when what they’ve 
worked on gets tested in a 
game scenario.
“I’ve coached them a 
bunch over the years. The 
guys here work their tails off,” 
Messingham said. 
“We’ve got no problem 
with their desire to work and 
be better.”
Wide receiver Darius Reynolds returns a kick during the Cyclones’ game against Utah on Oct. 9. at 
Jack Trice Stadium. File photo: Manfred Brugger/Iowa State Daily
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• FREE hea
t, water, 
cable and 
internet
2&3 BRM
Adjacent to Campus
Floor Plans
Free Cable/Internet
Private Fitness
Free Parking 
Garages Available
Check us out at:
www.resgi.com
Email:  info@resgi.com
Real Estate Service Group
Campustown Living
268.5485  or  290.8462
Stop in to find out about our 
new properties
Free Cable/Internet
Free Ames Racq. & Fitness Membership
Awesome 2 & 3 BR, 2 BA Layouts
Great Central Ames Location
The Oaks
1 + 2 Bedroom
Going Fast
It’s ALWAYS the
 greener side at Jensen!
JENSEN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
•	 FREE Internet
•	 FREE Cable
•	 FREE Parking
•	 W/D (select units)
•	 Ames Racquet & Fitness   
Membership
•	 Walk-in Closets
•	 Pet Friendly (select units)
515.233.2752	•	www.jensengroup.net
          • 1 Bedroom $575              • All Non-Smoking
          • 2 Bedroom $700              • Very Clean and Quiet
          • 1700 sq. ft. Fitness Center       • Includes Internet, Cable,
          • Limited Availability                
296-2906
www.wfapts.com
1&2 Bedroom
Apartments
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A nice place for nice people
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Electric, Air & Heat
Beach View
Sunset View
205 Beach
Get it all:
Heat  • 
Direct TV  • 
Internet  • 
Parking  • 
Washer/Dryer  • 
Spacious Floor Plans •
Walk to Campus  •
210 Gray
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CORTSTUDENT FURNITURE
Contact us today! Iowa@cort.com | 515.254.9002 | www.CORT.com
Starting at 
$99
per month
STUDENT PACKAGES
Sofa, chair, cocktail table, end 
table, lamp, dining table,  
4 chairs, plus a queen bed with 
headboard, dresser with  
mirror, nightstand, lamp
Many other selections 
available too!
Add a second bedroom, flat 
screen TVs, appliances...
515.292.5020
www.fpmofames.com
Finish your apartment search...
... with
Don’t wait any 
longer!
Call us now for 
a viewing & our 
specials!!
• 205 Beach (Beach View)
• 210 Gray (Sunset View)
• 307 Lynn
• 1217/1225 Delaware
• 1502 Delaware
•  4606 Ontario
•  4713-4719 Toronto
• 2707 Luther
• 3000 Regency
• 406/412 E 6th
• 825 8th
• 1002 Duff
Fall 2011 and Spring 2012
sublease at 123 Sheldon.
Central air, cable, internet.
$425/month plus half 
electricity. Close to 
campus.  (641) 414-8441
RENT NEGOTIABLE!
Sublease available for 1Br
in a 3Br/2Ba apartment in
West Ames.  Available 
immediately.  Rent is
$330/month but I can 
adjust it if needed.  Must
be female.  Email me at
stpowell@iastate.edu if 
interested!
Summer Sublease. 1BR in
3BR. Perfect spot just west
of campus. $300. call
319-538-6871
Summer Sublease: Located
2 blocks from campus. Call
(515) 491 7470 for more
information!
1 BR in 3BR/2B HOUSE
Available Aug. 1. 
$350/ mo. Close to 
campus. Contact 
cprussel@yahoo.com
1 BR in 2 BR/2B apt,
West Ames. WALK-IN-
CLOSET, GARAGE, W/D IN
UNIT. $480/mo OBO. Call
Today! (712) 249-0864
2 BR in 2BR/2BA apt 225
N Hyland WALK-IN-CLOSET,
2 parking spots. Available
May-July. $300 OBO.
563.920.3224
Sublease
For Rent
For Rent
For Rent
For Rent
Sublease 1 BR
Sublease 2 BR
FREEStudent Ad Iowa State students can place one free 5-day ad to sell their extra stuff!(Excludes Auto’s & Rentals)Announcements
Sublease 1 BR
$
pending!$
have a 
combined 
disposable 
income 
totaling 
over
students, 
faculty 
and staff 
ISU 
$431
million.
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Monday
Super
Special
Large Classic
One-Topping
Pizza
$799+ tax
14”
FREE City-Wide Delivery. CALL
292-6600
Seating for 100 @ 207  Welch Ave. Ste. 201 
(Clocktower/Campustown)
No coupon needed!
Not valid with other offers
Add 1lb.
of Chicken 
Wings $6.95
SAVE $5.94 
on any 14" 
Pizza
FREE Delivery!
Let’s get dinner at 
Pizza Pit tonight!
Monday
Like Es Tas on        to view our daily specials 216 Stanton Ave.    (515) 268-1785
Make Es Tas Mondays 
a part of your week! 
$400 Coors Light Pitchers All Day
$200 Blue Moon Pints
Cheeseballs
Pulled Pork Sandwich w/ Fries
1/2 Pound Cheeseburger w/ Fries
Chicken or Beef Quesadilla
$499 Lunch Specials 
All You Can Eat Pink (shrimp) Tacos from 11-3
DRIVE-THRU OIL CHANGE
$18.99
6-8am mon-fri
no appointment ever    3-5 minutes every time
all day/everyday|
*early bird special
$18.99
*opening special - reg $26.99
CHANGING THE WAY YOUR OIL GETS CHANGED!
520 SOUTH DUFF   AMES | NEXT TO SUPER WALMART | 515.232.LOFX (5639)
sm
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1 Dance move
5 Give a free ticket to
9 __-Abyssinian War: 1936 Mussolini triumph
14 Task list heading
15 Foot’s curve
16 Grinding tooth
17 Bird sacred to Tut
18 “I’ll pay whatever you’re asking”
20 Doves’ homes
22 Holy smoke
23 “Rock and Roll, Hoochie __”: 1974 hit
24 Sportage automaker
27 As __ as Methuselah
28 “... three men in a __”
30 Cost to the customer, as of illicit drugs
33 Toon storekeeper from India
34 Problem for Pauline
35 Brake component
36 Smooth urbanite
40 Campus VIP
42 Double-reed winds
43 “She Done __ Wrong”: Mae West film
44 Subject of a highly classified file
50 Small bill
51 Mustard’s rank: Abbr.
52 Audible dance style
53 Pub purchase
54 Homemade shorts
57 Lazy __: revolving tray
59 “Not another word!”
62 Use UPS
63 Sound that might accompany 37-Down
64 French franc successor
65 “The __ Love”: Gershwin song
66 Moorehead of “Bewitched”
67 Chess standoff
68 Yemen city on its own gulf
1 Pick-up __: toy
2 Also
3 Newspaper bigwig
4 Model’s stance
5 Is able to
6 “... man __ mouse?”
7 Early 20th-century year
8 Early antiseptic compound
9 Get in the way of
10 In a dilemma
11 “The Guns of Navarone” author MacLean
12 Hiking boots, e.g.
13 Galena or hematite
19 Civil rights gp.
21 Trapshooting
25 “Lord knows __!”
26 Rent-a-car option
29 Tampa NFLer
31 “Beowulf,” e.g.
32 Dole out
35 Genealogy abbr.
36 Discover fortuitously
37 Scoffer’s words
38 __ Nostra
39 Hangs on to
40 Pres. after GWB
41 Chopping, as garlic
44 Runs fast
45 Vegan staple
46 Director Hitchcock
47 “Cosby” actress Phylicia
48 Jerry’s female friend, on “Seinfeld”
49 Part of a daunting split, in bowling
55 Rugby radial
56 Cast aspersions on
58 West Point inits.
59 When doubled, a Gabor
60 Savings vehicle for later yrs.
61 Comics punch sound
Yesterday’s solution
Daily Crossword : edited by Wayne Robert Williams
Pisces:  Be Creative
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black and Stephanie ClementsDaily Sudoku
Today’s solution: 
Level: medium
INSTRUCTIONS: Complete 
the grid so each row, 
column and 3-by-3 box (in 
bold borders) contains every 
number 1 to 9. For strate-
gies on solving Sudoku, visit
 www.sudoku.org.uk.
DOWN
ACROSS
Today’s Birthday (04/11/11). Love is 
available now. Keep it alive and it will feed 
you energy for the rest of the year. Give 
compassion, and get it back multiplied. 
These good winds will carry you forward, 
despite any obstacles. Stay true to your 
heart.
To get the advantage, check the day’s 
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most 
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today is a 6 
-- Your partner offers excellent support 
now. A balanced checkbook is only part of 
the story. Don’t forget to breathe deeply. 
Be grateful for what you have. Passion or 
compassion? Don’t worry, you’ll think of 
something.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -- Today is a 7 
-- Might as well listen ... you might have 
to compromise. Don’t let worries about 
money interfere with love. Still, resist 
impetuous spending. Take tasks slowly to 
minimize error.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) -- Today is a 7 -- 
Too much of a good thing causes problems. 
There’s not as much as you hoped, and not 
as little as you feared. Still, anticipate some 
resistance to spending cuts.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) -- Today is a 7 -- 
It could be a difficult time to be on the road, 
or pursuing romance. Be patient, and allow 
time for new data that disrupts routines. 
Get expert help, if necessary.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today is a 6 -- 
Don’t worry, you’ll think of something. Be 
calm and supportive, no matter what. Your 
conscience keeps you on the right path, 
which avoids a nasty pitfall. Don’t gamble 
or flash money around.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- Today is a 6 
-- The more you get to know a friend, the 
better you like her. Make your home into a 
safe haven. You have the money you need, 
and you’re creating positive buzz.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -- Today is a 7 -- 
Don’t let anybody coax you off track. Hold 
out for what you really want. Big stories are 
exactly that. Friendship is the basis for a 
great partnership.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -- Today is a 
7 -- Be diligent. Watch out, or you might 
forget an important detail. Friends and 
finances don’t mix well today. Don’t throw 
your money around. Get what you need 
just for today.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- Today 
is a 7 -- Reach out and inspire someone. 
A loved one is anxious to make 
improvements. An unpleasant money 
conversation might occur. Listen patiently, 
and then act.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -- Today is a 
7 -- Don’t let your mind wander far. Others 
need your ability to focus and bring sense 
to the frenetic day. They rely on you. And 
your interest makes you interesting.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -- Today is a 
7 -- Focus on abundance. It’s there, if you 
look. Collaboration’s a good idea. Only 
accept cost-effective strategies. Better stay 
at home... it’s not a good time to travel.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -- Today is a 5 
-- Start by listing the things you still want 
to learn. There may be financial challenges. 
Stay close to home, patient and thrifty, 
while you earn valuable skills. Be creative.
Is having an affair fun? 
Just asking
...
I have a bf but I still 
think you are hot. Just 
saying~
...
Hey cute guy who 
works in the Carver 
testing center Tuesday 
mornings, I want to go 
on a date with you! :] 
Just sayin’.
...
When your friends are 
there for you more 
than your dream girl 
maybe you should find 
a new dream.
...
Ah Spring..I’m looking 
forward to some good 
lightning and thunder.
...
Is anyone else just 
as excited as I am to 
read the Police Blotter 
this week in the paper 
during VEISHEA?
...
I’m getting MARRIED!!! 
:)
...
Wow  college fail 
scratch that Life fail
...
“Dear Roommate,Your 
late night antics with 
your girlfriend are 
anything but quiet, so 
shut up! Sincerely,Your 
Sleep Deprived 
Roomie”
...
The library computer 
lab is supposed to be 
“Quiet Area”.  TURN 
OFF YOUR PHONES, 
AND KEEP QUIET!!! 
Thanks!
...
GET THAT, GET IT. 
best, overly used 
phrases ever. just sayin
...
Free speech zone 
should be free smoke 
zone, just sayin.
...
To the guy who plays 
the guitar and sings 
above us, please keep 
playing it because 
today it was the 
highlight to my day. 
Can i put in song 
requests? just sayin’
...
Classes should 
be cancelled due 
to perfect golfing 
weather. Just sayin’ 
...
beautiful weather 
and beautiful women, 
this can only mean 
on thing...goodbye 
GPA and hello cheezy 
pickup lines!
...
Just ate all the sour 
stuff at the bottom of 
the sour patch bag.  
Om nom nom.
Submit your LMAO(txt)
and just sayin’ to
iowastatedaily.com/fun_games
just 
sayinw
ha
t?
Games
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Today in History
[672] Deusdedit III begins his reign as Catholic Pope
[1579] Venlo joins Union of Utrecht
[1891] 8 year old Jewish tailor’s daughter disappears  
 in Greece, rumor spreads that she was a   
 Christian girl ritually killed by Jews
[1902] Battle at Rooiwal, South Africa
[1950] U.S. B-29 bomber shot down above Latvia
[1961] Bob Dylan’s 1st appearance at Folk City,   
 Greenwich Village 
[1968] President Johnson signs 1968 Civil Rights Act
[1986] Dodge Morgan sailed solo nonstop around   
 world in 150 days
[1992] Euro-Disney opens near Paris
232.4765 
• rentshrive
r.com
Walking 
distance to
 
stadium • 2
 decks  • O
n CyRide
• FREE hea
t, water, 
cable and 
internet
2&3 BRM
Adjacent to Campus
Floor Plans
Free Cable/Internet
Private Fitness
Free Parking 
Garages Available
Check us out at:
www.resgi.com
Email:  info@resgi.com
Real Estate Service Group
Campustown Living
268.5485  or  290.8462
Stop in to find out about our 
new properties
Free Cable/Internet
Free Ames Racq. & Fitness Membership
Awesome 2 & 3 BR, 2 BA Layouts
Great Central Ames Location
The Oaks
1 + 2 Bedroom
Going Fast
It’s ALWAYS the
 greener side at Jensen!
JENSEN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
•	 FREE Internet
•	 FREE Cable
•	 FREE Parking
•	 W/D (select units)
•	 Ames Racquet & Fitness   
Membership
•	 Walk-in Closets
•	 Pet Friendly (select units)
515.233.2752	•	www.jensengroup.net
          • 1 Bedroom $575              • All Non-Smoking
          • 2 Bedroom $700              • Very Clean and Quiet
          • 1700 sq. ft. Fitness Center       • Includes Internet, Cable,
          • Limited Availability                
296-2906
www.wfapts.com
1&2 Bedroom
Apartments
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A nice place for nice people
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Electric, Air & Heat
Beach View
Sunset View
205 Beach
Get it all:
Heat  • 
Direct TV  • 
Internet  • 
Parking  • 
Washer/Dryer  • 
Spacious Floor Plans •
Walk to Campus  •
210 Gray
51
5-
29
2-
50
20
ww
w.
fp
m
of
am
es
.c
om
CORTSTUDENT FURNITURE
Contact us today! Iowa@cort.com | 515.254.9002 | www.CORT.com
Starting at 
$99
per month
STUDENT PACKAGES
Sofa, chair, cocktail table, end 
table, lamp, dining table,  
4 chairs, plus a queen bed with 
headboard, dresser with  
mirror, nightstand, lamp
Many other selections 
available too!
Add a second bedroom, flat 
screen TVs, appliances...
515.292.5020
www.fpmofames.com
Finish your apartment search...
... with
Don’t wait any 
longer!
Call us now for 
a viewing & our 
specials!!
• 205 Beach (Beach View)
• 210 Gray (Sunset View)
• 307 Lynn
• 1217/1225 Delaware
• 1502 Delaware
•  4606 Ontario
•  4713-4719 Toronto
• 2707 Luther
• 3000 Regency
• 406/412 E 6th
• 825 8th
• 1002 Duff
Fall 2011 and Spring 2012
sublease at 123 Sheldon.
Central air, cable, internet.
$425/month plus half 
electricity. Close to 
campus.  (641) 414-8441
RENT NEGOTIABLE!
Sublease available for 1Br
in a 3Br/2Ba apartment in
West Ames.  Available 
immediately.  Rent is
$330/month but I can 
adjust it if needed.  Must
be female.  Email me at
stpowell@iastate.edu if 
interested!
Summer Sublease. 1BR in
3BR. Perfect spot just west
of campus. $300. call
319-538-6871
Summer Sublease: Located
2 blocks from campus. Call
(515) 491 7470 for more
information!
1 BR in 3BR/2B HOUSE
Available Aug. 1. 
$350/ mo. Close to 
campus. Contact 
cprussel@yahoo.com
1 BR in 2 BR/2B apt,
West Ames. WALK-IN-
CLOSET, GARAGE, W/D IN
UNIT. $480/mo OBO. Call
Today! (712) 249-0864
2 BR in 2BR/2BA apt 225
N Hyland WALK-IN-CLOSET,
2 parking spots. Available
May-July. $300 OBO.
563.920.3224
Sublease
For Rent
For Rent
For Rent
For Rent
Sublease 1 BR
Sublease 2 BR
FREEStudent Ad Iowa State students can place one free 5-day ad to sell their extra stuff!(Excludes Auto’s & Rentals)Announcements
Sublease 1 BR
$
pending!$
have a 
combined 
disposable 
income 
totaling 
over
students, 
faculty 
and staff 
ISU 
$431
million.
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Employing more than 200 students over the course of a year, the Iowa State Daily 
is an independent, student-run, non-profit organization. The Daily is owned and 
operated by students for the students, faculty, staff and alumni that make up the 
ISU community. First established in 1890, the Daily has been instrumental in 
providing the ISU community with the area’s most comprehensive source of news, 
sports and entertainment, as well as state and national news. The Daily is 
published Monday through Friday in accordance with the university’s academic 
calendar by the Iowa State Daily Publication Board and is funded in part by the 
Government of the Student Body.
 
Our Mission
The Iowa State Daily is a student-run news organization that empowers students 
to inform, educate and engage their community by producing innovative media and 
building positive relationships while protecting the integrity of our profession and 
meeting the challenges of an ever-changing industry.
HELP WANTED
PUBLICATION BOARD
GAIN REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
IN BUSINESS AND MEDIA
RESPONSIBILITY INCLUDES:
MONTHLY MEETINGS
DECISIONS PERTAINING TO THE BUSINESS OF THE DAILY
BUDGET DECISIONS
PERSONNEL DECISIONS
CHOOSING EDITOR IN CHIEF
GAIN REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
IN BUSINESS AND MEDIA
For more information, call 515-294-2609 or email aforbes@iastate.edu
26
Campustown • 207 Welch Ave • 292-2334 
Mon-Thur 4 pm-2 am • Sat-Sun noon-2 am • Fri 1 pm-2 am
- Locally owned and operated -
See Our New Hi-definition TV's
 73” - 60” & 42” HD-TV’s
New 82" HDTV
Sat Dishes & know-how
Bottle SpecialS 
too!
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
- No Cover -
TOP SHELF NIGHT
Any liquor we carry (lots)
$2.50 single
$4.75 double
Any pint or bottle $2.50
FRIDAY
Daiquiri’S  $2.75
              (21 flavors)
long iSlanDS  $3.00
SATURDAY
  FroSty 
pintS
MargS
BlooDy 
MaryS
all $2.50
open @ 12pM
SaVe Big $$$
on all Bottle Beer
PBR PitcheRs
$4.75
MaRtini tuesday
Large Drink = $3
Any vodka or gin we carry
(we mean ANY)
 GRain Belt Bottles
$1.00
$1.25 pints
Olde Main Dinky Wheat, Olde Main Off 
Kilter, Olde Main Long Face Boulevard 
Wheat, Bud, Bud Light, Golden Light, 
Miller Lite, Coors Lite, PBR
$2 pints
Guinness, Smithwicks, Woodchuck, 
Fat Tire, Blue Moon, Stella Artois, 
Sam Adams, Newcastle, and more!
SUNDAY
Happy Hour priceS
all Day long
$2/$3.50 wells $5.75 pitchers
OPEN noon- 2aM
Bar Features
TUESDAY
• 4 pool tables
• Pinball
• DJ
• Stereo System 
by Carver, 
  Klipsch & Sony
• Extensive music  
collection
• 3 dart boards
• 20 beers 
on tap
• 70 bottled 
brews
• Party  
reservations
• Satellite TV
• Table service
Plan Your 
Party At 
Welch!
Groups up to 80 
No reservation fee
Call for details
292-2334
SPORTS!
60 oz pitcHerS
$5.00 All NIGHT
lonG island
Pints
$2.75
caP’n’coke 
Pints
$3.25
Miller Lite • Coors Light • Bud • Bud Light
PBR • Golden Light
MONDAY
NO Cover!
TASTE the Difference!
FREE, FAST,
 HOT DELIVERY!
Call: 292-6600
Classic PIZZAS * 12” Hot Sandwiches * Chicken Wings
Cheesebread * Jalapeno Poppers * Mozzarella Stix
207 Welch Ave. Clocktower/Campustown
For More Specials: www.pizzapit.biz
33
R
Pizza as You Like It
Over 2,000,000 Pizzas Served - Dining Room Seating for 100
Voted “Best Wings” 2004, 2005 & 2006.... 
IOWA STATE DAILY
NO 
Cover
!
Save $4.00
PIZZA
& WINGS
Voted “Best Wings” 2004, 2005, 2006...
For FREE Delivery Call:
292-6600 $1439plus tax• Must present coupon• One Discount / Purchase
• Prices Subject to Change
• Not valid with Pizza Twins
• Expires May 31, 2011
For FREE Delivery Call:
292-6600
• One Discount / Purchase
• Prices Subject to Change
• Not valid with Pizza Twins
• Expires May 31, 2011
Save $3.30
12” HOT SANDWICH DEAL
$1249plus tax 2 - 12” French Loaf Hot Sandwiches2 - Bags of Chips2 - Pair of Dill Pickles2 - 12oz. Cans of Cold Pop
Add
1 lb. of chickenwings$6.95
SANDWICH CHOICES
• Ham & Cheese
• Ham Reuben
• Pepperoni Sub
• Roast Beef
• Meatball
• Classic Combo
• Vegetarian
IOWA STATE DAILY
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Get a 12” single “Classic” 1-topping pizza (regular or extra thick crust)  
and a 1 lb. order of our “bigger” tastier chicken wings
or less
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Club	baseball
Cyclones drop 2 of 3 conference games
By	Nate.Ryan	
    iowastatedaily.com
The series between the ISU club baseball 
team and its division foe the South Dakota 
Coyotes began on one of the warmest after-
noons to date.
While the smell of a charcoal grill came from 
the crowd during the second inning of game one, 
South Dakota was jumping on top early by tak-
ing advantage of the Cyclones’ mistakes.
The Coyotes attacked ISU pitching early 
and often, fueling their 8-2 game one victory. 
USD pitcher Elliot Smith was the story of game 
one. Smith threw six innings, giving up just one 
earned run and striking out 11.
Saturday’s second game got the fans at Cap 
Timm Field yelling. The Cyclones jumped out 
to a 2-0 lead in the first inning. Iowa State added 
two more runs in the second and three in the 
third to jump out to a 7-0 lead.
“We just had a lot more energy and we had 
a bigger crowd here, which helped out a lot to 
get the guys pumped up,” said player-coach Jeff 
Peterson. “We also saw that we could hit them 
and that they’re not unbeatable.”
Sophomore south paw Jon Chapman took 
the mound for the Cyclones. Chapman threw 
three hitless innings and dominated the Coyote 
hitters. Chapman went 4 2-3 innings, allowing 
four runs on three hits and striking out six.
“Starting off I felt really good,” Chapman 
said. “The team gave me a lot of run support, 
which really helps your confidence.”
After two walks to lead off the fourth, the 
Coyotes recorded their first hit and run of the 
game. The Coyotes continued their rally in the 
fifth, scoring three to bring the score to 7-4.
South Dakota finished its rally in the sixth 
inning. 
After scoring two runs, the Coyotes had run-
ners on first and second with two outs, when 
first baseman Elliot Smith connected for a base 
hit up the middle to bring in a run and make the 
score 7-7.
Cyclone pitcher Trevor Haden shut down 
the Coyotes in the top of the seventh to give his 
team a chance to win it in the bottom half.
After a leadoff single from senior Shawn 
Lawler, Aaron Hinnah was hit by a pitch and 
Zach Simmons walked to have the bases loaded 
with none out for the Cyclones.
Plymouth, Minn., native Shawn Rasmussen 
put an 0-1 pitch in play to Coyote pitcher Steven 
Johnston, who then threw home to cut down the 
winning run. 
The throw went under his catcher Allan 
Scherschligt, allowing the winning run to score 
for the Cyclones.
“It was a good job by [Rasmussen] putting it 
in play,” Chapman said.
Even though the winning run came in on an 
error, a win is a win.
“It’s not the way you want to win and not the 
way to brag about,” Peterson said. “But it shows 
good discipline at the plate for us. It was a good 
mental approach at the plate, which I was very 
happy to see.”
Sunday’s rubber match called for Peterson 
on the mound. After going down 5-0 in the first 
two innings, the Cyclone defense stepped up its 
game and shut out the Coyotes the rest of the 
game.
“I started getting ahead of batters more,” 
Peterson said.
The Cyclones battled back within one run at 
5-4, but couldn’t score the tying run from second 
in the final inning.
Iowa State’s next series will come when it 
hosts Northern Iowa on Saturday and Sunday.
South Dakota overpowers 
Cyclone pitching staff
Iowa State’s Aaron Hinnah attempts to score against South Dakota on Saturday. The 
Cyclones beat South Dakota 8-7, but dropped two previous games to the Coyotes. 
Photo: David Merrill/Iowa State Daily
ISU pitcher Jon Chapman goes into his windup against South Dakota on Saturday. Iowa State won the game 8-7. 
Photo: David Merrill/Iowa State Daily
